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Mr. Funk, former general manager Isaac Stiefel, is charged with conspirIn the third year, Austria lent a hand, X Captain Thomas M. Corcoran, X
there has been no re- studying the strike situation and conthat
Declaring
"Universities of the United States and also the Lelpsic ethnological
in the bringing of the alienation
comX Thirteenth
Cavalry, committed fi form in the Republican party, despite sidered reports received from various of the International Harvester Rum-le- acy
suit. She began her testimony calmentering into Institutional work on a
X suicide at Columbus,
N. M., to- - X a lot of talk, Mr. Cadmus said: "The coal camps, Conferences also were pany and present head of the M.
fraternal footing with the heads of The New Mexican of Thursday told X day by shooting.
company, of La Porte, Ind., was ly but grew nervous later and her
He was ap- - X record of tho Republican, party in held at which the strike situation was
great governments seems like an in- who Boas and Tozzer are and what X pointed to the military
voice sank. Donahoe, his face very
At noon the governor de- asked to stand up.
X every state except in Oregon has been discussed.
academy
teresting kind of 'entente' Indeed. In they think of Dr. Hewett as a scien X from Massachusetts
"Did you ever see this gentleman?" red, listened to much of her story that
In
X a standpat record seen in the work of clared that no conclusions had been
July,
the international school of American tific man. "A joke," said Tozzer. "1 6 1886.
Donahoe had bribed her to appear aa
reached and he had no statement to the lawyer pursued.
J(
Archaeology and Ethnology establish- - agree with Tozzer," wired Boas.
"I never did," came the faint reply. a false witness against Funk.
make.
(Continued on pace four).
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TWO
LAXATIVE

FOR OLD

PEOPLE

STILL AFTER SULZER IN!

"CASCARETS.'

Salts. Calomel and .Pills act on Liver
and Bowels like pepper acts In
Nostrils
Danger!

First In

SATURDAY,

CRUST

i

CONGRESS

JMBTC

HEAD

OCTOBER

25, 1913.

EGG PRODUCERS
Green Cut Bone and
cwt.
Oyster Shells
Scraps,

Meat, $3.50 per
" "
"
" "
In

$2.50
box now.
Get a
CHARGES FILED WITH
OF
SECRETARY
Meat
"
.05
lb.
Most old people must give to the
Little
All
FretOver
RELATIVE
STATE
TO HIS SERVICE IN
Pimples
Body.
Ground Charcoal,
ooweis some regular m?ip, ejse tney
.03
$
1
ted All the Time, Itched So Could
suffer from constipation. The condiTHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES-HPoultry and Stock FoodComposed ) (ff AC fl. -- ,4
Not Sleep, Used Cuticura
tion is perfectly natural. It is just
of Corn, Bran, Oatsand Alfalfa, I
I.
Soap
pCI
WROTE A LETTER.
as natural as it is for old people to
and Ointment One Month and He
walk slowly. For age Is never so
Was Entirely Well.
active as youth. The muscles are less
(By Gilson Gardner.)
elastic. And the bowels are muscles.
imD.
An
Oct.
25.
C,
Washington,
Prlnevllle, Oro.
had a hard
My
So all old people need Cascarets.
case has crust on top of Ills braid. Itbaby
started by little
One might as well refuse to aid weak portant phase of the Sulzer
over
Ida body he had Uttla
been added by the filing of botos and all
eyes with glassas as to neglect this just
HU body waa oue
pimples.
with the secretary of the sengentle aid to weak bowels. The bowels charges
mass
of
sores and ho fretted
Sul-- j
to
as
clerk
and
of
the
house
ale
must be kept active. This is imporall tho tiraii.
It Itched so
tant at all ages, but never so much ztr's alleged use of his official posi-- j
badly that ho could not sloop.
" I tried so many remedies
in
when
tion
for
congress
securing
as at fifty.
in Central Amer-- :
and they all fulled: nono
Age Is not a time for harsh physics, private cotisessinns
helped him. The troublo had
Youth may occasionally whip the bow-- ica. These acts go back to a time
lasted for threo months beforo
1
els Into activity. But a lash can't be when Sulzer was senior Democrat on
I used Cutleura Soap and
used every day. What the bowels of ,ne house military and foreign tela-- !
Ointment. As soon as 1 used
thn nlri need is
uentle nnrt mitnral irons committee, it is alleged tuat he t '.iem It was only an hour when ho felt
'tonic. One that can be constantly j
with Knox and Taft in a
he went to sleep and slept sound. I
:ily used Cutleura Soap and Olutment one
i ne oniy sucn v,nim,
iuou ..iiuguc wnuoe
usea witnout narm.
and he wasentlrely well." (Signed)
ji'.onth
tonic Is Cascarets, and they cost onlyiK motive was concessions and
.Mrs. Alice Rachor, Sept. 24, 1912.
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
cents per box at any drug store, ploitation.
he
are
made
'
work
while
charges
you sleep.
by Joseph FOR PIMPLES AND BLACKHEADS
They
ODS, Electricity plays a most impoP. Darling, fromer special assistant at- "
The following is a most effective and ecortant part. The grandfather would
New
for
York state, nomical treatment:
torney general
BARTLETT PEARS
Ocntly smear the
and who has been appearing before
be amazed at the radiance of the
with
e
Cutleura
on
parts
tho
PHONE 85 MAIN.
ARE THE WINNERS the state department as attorney for r nd of the finger, but do notOintment,
rub. Wash on"
ern
and why all this light ? To
the claimants in the Guatemalan Ocos the Cutleura Ointment in five minutes with
A
railroad case. It is alleged that the Cuticura Soap and hot water and continue
AND RETAIL
more homelike to make
home
the
make
Denting. N. M Oct. 25. Win. Stark Ocos
some
for
minutos.
This
treatment
property was confiscated, with Isbathing
best on rising and retiring. At other
Forgey, the well known fruit tree the
SWASTIKA LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
most
home
the
the
of
Manuel
Estrada
cooperation
pleasant spot on earth
limes use Cutleura Soap freely for the toilet
grower of Loulsana, Mo., in a letter
act-SAWED WOOD
CERR1LLOS LUMP
and bath, to assist In preventing Inflammato the secretary of the chamber of Cabrera, president of Guatamala,
for
mother
and
children. Oood light
father,
commerce says "Planting of Bartlett ;ng with the support of dollar diplo-- tion, irritation and clogging of tho pores.
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
Sold
on
is
the
the
trust.
and
world.
the
American
banana
throughout
that easy
Sample of each
eyes is very much to be
pears is being made all over the en- - mocy
mailed free, with
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Skin Book. Address
tire southwest, particularly is this Sulzer is alleged to have used his of
desired.
d
"Cutleura, Dept. T, Boston."
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T & S. F. Railroad Depot.
true in the lower valley of El Paso, ficial Influence to support Cabrera. '
"Mon who shave and shampoo with Cu- likewise north. Many there have The document contains many letters tlcura Soap will find It best for skin and scalp.
made excellent returns in the last sev- written by Sulzer and speeches made
eral years from this variety. In fact, by him when a member of the house. neighbor's country.
Mr. Darling, in addition to his ef- 1 remember of
It is shown that on
seeing one orchard just
out, from El Paso which netted the Sulzer, while a member of the commit forts to obtain a congressional invesj owner $20,000 for hia season's
crop. 17 tee, wrote to Jose Antonio Frias, then tlgalion is trying to force the state
acres in the tract. Another man just in New York, who, together with department to allow him to see the
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
adjoining him had an 8 acre tract of Archibald E. Spriggs (former gover-- ' reports from the American minister
young pears 3 years old, for which he nor of Montana) and Hugh Reilly (a'''" Guatamala bearing on the Ocos
'The West Point of the Southwest.
retusea ?80U an acre.
There is no Xew York contractor) were interested case. So far, the department has re-reason why the same results cannot in obtaining a general concession fused him access to the papers,
Ranked a "Distinguished
IS QUITE SO CONVEN- be accomplished in the vicinity of from the Guatamalau
Institution " by the U S. jDemiug. You have the climatic con- saying "hope we can get government,
IENT as to touch the button and
away Mon CARLSBAD
OIL TO
ditions, ideal soil and above all the day," and also notified Frias that he
War Department.
your stove is ready to cook your
people of that locality are inclined to had a speech ready for delivery in thi
BE BUSV UERV SOON
Loekted In the benuttmi Pecol
boost for everything that is good, house "tomorrow," which Frias wa?
iron ready to use, your toasted
Valley. 3,700 feet above tea level,
which Bhould make a
fruit- to translate into Spanish and send to
tunrtjliie ever day. Open air
Carlsbad, X. M Oct. 25. The Carlsgrowers association, and one capable "our friends" in Guatamala. TlK'
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuwork throughout the entire
bad oil field will be busy in the near
of marketing their crops to the best
Conditions for physical
um
tariff
cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
to
favored
concessions
speech
future. Senator W. H. Andrews, th'i
and mental development are
(advantage,"
Guatamala.
to cleanse, fan ready, to cool the heatP'osident of the Carlsbad Oil and Gus
IDEAL-au- cb
a oannot be found,
ready
In this Connection it might be well
j
Shortly thereafter, Sulzer and Frias Co., is back from the east and is
rooms.
ed
elsewhere In America.
Electricity will do every thing
!to
say that there are a good many left for Guatamala by way of New bringing a heavy outfit to start work
offloera and Instructor, all
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Bartlett years being set out in this Orleans. On his return, Sulzer
t on
radaates from standard Bantmiles
east
town
of
holdings eight
'region this year.
Ten bulldinca.
am colleges.
an interview, which appeared in Tlit preliminaries are completed and
day and night' Estimates and full Informodem in every respect,
A telegram was received at the of-- ! the New York Times and the New the rig can be put up aud set to work
mation cheeerfully given.
(ice of the Dymond
agency today York American of July 27, 1909, in a: once. The Comaiiuhj Company ha3
Ret ents
which said "Take my car and have it which he extravagantly praised Presi- been financed and will have a rig at
B. A. CAHOON, President.
painted, we leave for borne today." dent Cabrera as a patriot, and in wirk as soon as it can be brought
J. E. RHEA, Vloe Presldent
This means that Mr. Jas. W. Dymond which he said that concessions could here and set up on holding') east of
p. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
head of the Dymond agency of this by obtained for the "right persons." the Pecos river about fifteen
miles
W. A. FINLAY.
,
Well informed local men
city and Miss Julia Porter of
Sulzer also whitewashed the Ameri- southeast.
cats-s- i
Va., have been united in mar- cans who had participated
c Far particulars and Illustrated
in what say that a third rig will be at work
. address,
riage and will soon arrive here to Darling calls "the looting of the Ocos soon in Rocky Arroyo ten miles west.
make their permanent home. They railroad," particularly mentioning one All through the summer geologists
IS. W. WILLSON. Supt.
have leased the beautiful Rutherford Hodgsdon (who had been made presi- have been quietly slipping in and have
residence and will soon be at home to dent of the Ocos company after It had pried into every hole and corner from
their many friends in this city. Miss been taken from its original owners). Roswell to Toyah, Texas. They have
Porter was formerly a teacher in the Thomas H. Hubbard, well known New been shy, but every one of these geo
city schools, and resigned her dobI- - York lawyer and financier, and presi- logists have expressed the firm convicNOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
jtion at the close ot last term after be- dent of the Guatamala Central R. .R. tion that the Pecos valley is full of
for the ensuing year. company since 1901 (into which sys- oil of high grade. They have expresing
DENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD CO.'
Her friends surmised that thie event tem the Ocos road was
absorbed), sed faith in the Carlsbad field and
MISSOURI-PACIFRAILWAY CO.
oil will be found in paying quan
would take place sometime in the fall. and Minor C. Keith,
president of the that
D. U Pond who came here from I'nited Fruit company, (the banana tities in the locations where rigs are
ST. LOUIS, IRON MOUNTAIN & SOUTHERN CO.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
Iowa a short time ago, passed away trust). In 1912, all the railroads in preparing to work. The views of these
at his home west of the city, this Guatamala, including the Ocos: were (geologists agree with the report made
(WESTERN PACIFIC RAILWAY CO.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
morning, and the funeral will be held combined under one ownership in the years ago on the Pecos valley oil
at his late home tomorrow afternoon. hands of the United Fruit company fields.
104 DON (JASPER ST.
Rev. Duncan Matthewson, pastor of interests.
"On to El Paso first and down the
Telephone 9 W
SHORTEST LINE TO
the Presbyterian church of which the
Exhibits to the document filed by Pecos river into Texas next," is the
deceased was a member, will officiate. Darling show that between the fifth road program of the Carlsbad ComDrNVER, COLORADO SPRINGS and PUEBLO,
The need for new homes is very of May, 1909, and July, 1911, corre- mercial Club. The road affairs have
much emphasized by the arrival of spondence by letter and cable was been placed in the hands of commitWhere Direct Connections are Made
numerous families from both east and taking place between Frias (in Guata- tees that are sticking to the work.
west.
FOR ALL EASTERN AND SOUTHERN POINTS
mala) and William Sulzer, Hugh Local Interest has grown to a surprisextent and money will come from
The marriage of Miss Lola Young Reilly and A. E. Spriggs, in the U. S. ing
These letters and cablegrams disclose many sources to carry into effect the
B. V. Dutcher,
one
and
of
Uncle
now being prepared.
A few
TRAVELERS TO THE EAST
Sam's popular mail clerks running be- what was apparently a Joint enter plans
the county road commission,
ago
days
of
to
secure
the
from
tween
and
high-clatook
prise
president
LordBburg
modern
Clifton,
will find every want anticipated in the
and C. H. Mc- J. W.
place at the home of the bride's moth- Guatamala a general concession for Engineer the Lewis,roads leader in
7.
License Numbers,
service provided by the through sleeping car routes to St.
Day or Night Pfaone, 130 Mail.
good
Lenathen,
r
er
of
south
the
mineral,
afternoon
transportation
city Sunday
Mountain.
Louis over the Missouri-Pacific-Iro- n
over the
Next Door to Postofflce.
Rev. W. E. Foulks officiating as
and other extensive rights in Guata Eddy county, took a spin
Carlsbad-E- l
'Paso route over the Gua
Miss Young was one of our mala. Sulzer's correspondence, on the
to decide on what
mountains
dalupe
relations
the
foreign
popular high school girls, and Mr. letterhead of
To Salt Lake City and Pacific Coast
to make this a
was
work
necessary
Dutcher was formerly a clerk in the committee of the house, shows that he
Points Denver & Rio Grande-Wester- n
THROUGH
A new route was found
good
highway.
Deming postofflce. The young people was trying to aid Frias and the other over the
Pacific Rail way-Th- e
Royal
Dog Canyon hill, the only difhave gone to housekeeping at Clifton. members of the group in every way,
Gorge-Feathon the route and by makRiver Route, acknowledged to be the Scenic
ficult
point
including his official acts as a mema detour of about a mile this hill
Line PAR EXCELLENCE of all America.
YOUR FREIGHT
ASK FOR
ber of congress to secure this conces- ing
Scan be negotiated on a six per cent
COYOTES APPEAR
sion from Guatamala.
at
the
for
easy
any
tyro
grade,
enough
AS BAD BANDITS On September 30, 1909, Sulzer In wheel. Beyond this hill the road is
FOR INFORMATION AS TO RATES, ETC., CALL ONj
Xew York wrote to Frias in Guatabut little work. ' The
mala':
"I enclose a
of Intro- good, requiring on
the route is 5,200
Pontiac, Kan. Oct. 23. Coyotes not duction from Knox to letter
highest point
in
To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass
Sands," (the
jonly are numerous in this locality, but American minister). "Barrett (direc feet. The engineer is now at work
Mexico
are
when
on
no
New
the
time
and
Mexico,
Arizona,
they
completed,
unusually bold, following
plans
244 San Francisco Street, Santa Fe,N. M.
tor of the
union) has will be lost in shaping up this highNEW MEXICO CENTRAL
poultry into the yards in some cases. written in
behalf." "Give my re
your
beto
their
are
chief
wants
and
road
Carlsbad
a
good
game
way.
Turkeys
to the president,"
(Cabrera). EI Paso and will have it. This road
cause of the disappearance
of the gards
'Tell them my work has been effec will not in
seek
feed
the
flocks
at
interfere with
grasshoppers
tive. It has had a btneflcient effect other roads any wayto the Rio Grande
long distances from home. Coyotes are
planned
throughout this country."
thick in the Flint Hills.
in the Pecos Valley.
from other
October 13, 1910, Sulzer wrote to But Carlsbadpoints
is also planning a road
H. L. Newby, who lives five miles Frias:
"Get the Spriggs concession south
This will
southeast of Eldorado, has seventy if
along the valley.
C. L. POLLARD,
R. J. CRICHT0N,
L. A. HUGHES,
white Holland turkeys which he took to you cannot get the loan," referring reach Pecos and eventually connect
a
contract
loan
with
in
Guatamala
Treasurer.
President.
Maoaferi
with roads to Toyah valley, San
to his brothers' in the Flint Hills. Xext
Secretary.
which he was interested. November up
Angelo, Ft. Stockton, San Antonio and
morning two coyotes ran into the barn 1,
Sulzer
to
wrote
1910,
"The
Frias:
and killed four of them. The Xewbys
the Gulf coast.
are planning a big wolf hunt for enclosed is very important and conI have received a letter
fidential.
Thanksgiving Day and the sport from the
VENGEFUL WOMAN
president in which he as
should be interesting, judging from-th- e
CHASES RICH MAN.
sures me he has recommended the
abundance of wolves.
San
Cal., Oct. 25. Track
Francisco,
Spriggs matter and everything is all
For Rates and Full Information, Address
j i ight.
See the president (Cabrera) at ed around the world by a vengeful woonce and get the concessions as sign- man, W. J. Dougal, wealthy automobile
(INCORPORATED)
G. F. & P.
EUGENE FOX,
El Paso, Texas.
State ot Ohio, city ot Toledo, Lucas ed
of New York, engaged
by him and mail it to the governor manufacturer
in a street riot with her recently.
county, ss.
(Spriggs). Let the ratification by the
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he uuatamalan congress rest until April." Pougal says the woman fascinated
him at the Saratoga racetrack in 1896,
is senior partne. of the Arm of F. J. Many other letters and
cablegrams
Cheney & Co., doing business In the passed between the interested parties. wedded him by common law in Paris
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
City of Toledc
County and State
Finally, on November 15. 1910, Sul- - in 1900, sued him for breach of promaforesaid, anef mat said firm will pay zei cabled to President Cabrera di- ise in South Caronila in 1904, attemptthe sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL rect: "I strongly bee that matters be ed to blackmail him in Tampa, Fla., in
BuildLARS for each and every case of Ca- concluded and the Governor Spriggs 1!05. The next he saw of her was
Roofing
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use affair decided forthwith as you have on the street in San Francisco, where
she attacked him and a woman com
of
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
Description.
Sulzer."
kindly agreed.
Shortly
FRANK J. CHENEY.
the concession was grant panion.
Sworn to before me and subfwtbed ed.
in my presence, this 6th day ot De
It is shown by the documents that
while Sulzer was thus actively using THE LATEST FASHION NOTE
cember, A. D. 1S8C. .
Ssts Afssts Fsr INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
A.
W. GLEASON,
r.is official position to secure conces- Says: "It is a wise precaution against
(Seal.)
sions for his friends from Guatamala, getting holes In delicate hosiery to pow- ALFALFA SEED. All kiodt of flower, gardei & field seeds ii bulk aid pickaie
Notary Public.
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Intern he was actively (by speeches and reso- der the shoes before putting th"m on."
ally and acts directly upon the blood lutions) supporting the revolution car- Many people sprinkle the famous anti
The only exclusive grain bouse in Santa Fe
and mucous surfaces of the system. ried on against President Zelaya, of septic powder, Allen's
into
'Your Business Solicited."
Send for testimonials, free.
find
saves
the
cost
It
and
that
shoes,
In
itp
Nicaragua.
doing this, Sulzer Is
F J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
said to have been moved by his desire ten times over In keeping holes from hosFoot
of
Montezuma
Ave.
Sold
PhoMB'Kk
all
75c
to
aid
W.
by
Druggists,
Cabrera, the source of Guata iery as well as lessening friction and
Phone 100 and J5
Pboas Black
Take Hall' Family Pills for con- mala franchises, who is charged with consequent smarting ud aching of the
stipation.
having fomented the revolution In hia feat
E
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FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
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YOUTH
KEEP
TO
to prevent wrinkles and "crow's
and
beauty
feet" and deep black circles under the

eyes-not- hing

is as good as

Dr.

i Pierce's

T field Have been taken for test purposes, and another expedition under
Hie geological survey has been workIS
ing mi: rtie upper end of the field on
IT'S PROVING WHAT A TREASURE TROVE OUR GREAT UNTOUCHED NORTHERN EMPIRE
Hie imrliracite deposits.
THE
INVESTIGATING
SPECIAL ALASKAN COMMISSIONER,
O. SAWYER, DAILY NEW MEXICAN'S
Tli full extent of coal deposits in
RESOURCES THERE,
OF THE NATURAL
POSSIBILITIES OF U. S. GOVERNMENT DEVELOPMENT
the Mtniaunska field cannot be told
IS FINDING SUPERLATIVE SPECIMENS OF
GOES TO MATANUSKA. WHERE NAVY DEPARTMENT
until
prospecting lias been
BfTUMINOUS.
Only those which show in
jdoni'.
have been traced. Of tlie.se the
ment depends on Hie decision ol
( By E. O. Sawyer.)
The High Standard of Alaska Coal.
now next in importance to tin? Chickaloon
from the Ions at Washington, who are
coal
taken
bituminous
to
for
Commissioner
Alaska,
Special
deposit, which is live by one and a
navy mine at Camp Daniels, Alaska, considering (lie advisability of letting half miles in
the Daily New Mexican.)
extent, is on Coal creek,
mine its own
is
the
coal
in
Hie
fields,
navy
Matanuska
department
2.T,
Oct.
the;
Camp Daniels, Alaska,.
where three seams varying in thicka linest that has been found on the Pa- fuel permanently.
1'ncle Sum is actually operatingness from three to six feet, extend
cific coast or in the United States,
My visit to Camp Daniels was in :i
coal mine "here"!
miles by half a mile. Third in
of West Vir-- ' company with Dr. Joseph A. Holmes,
one
with
the
exception
Unfold your maps before we go fardirector of the bureau of mines. who importance is on King river, where a
inula.
I
ther and let's locate "here" for outside
frCUUI
ItlllfK
i 7 has loaned his services to the navy g
r,,,. ,,, i,,or
ti,i. iu.t
in
of oliicial circles very few people
me river.
S.
V.
along
of
"the
chief
Navy
advisory
the United States know that there is per cent. ash. white several others run Alaska Coal
"One hundred foot seams of coal,"
KxpediInvestigation
anu w per ceni.
a Camp Daniels
let alone its loca- - net ween
tion."
reported by promoters, who had in
Hon.
"lie ideal steaming, or blacksmith,
Dr. Holmes is permitting no red mind the exploiting of this field and
Follow the line of railroad north coal useu ay tne navy suouia not
tape in this camp. Too much of that the sale of coal stock, have proved to
6
it
be
over
and
cent
ash.
is
per
Seward to Its end at the head
material is blamed for the misfortunes be carbonated shale.
ne
nf CnnVx neveci tmu average run oai can oe which engulfed the coal expedition of
irm u
The deposits iiere are not so great.
to
be
will
which
in
Alaska
mined
up
intet then tip along the north side of
the navy department to the liering as Ihose in West Virginia or Penusyl- the arm to Knick arm and across this this standard.
river fields last year. Krrors made vania. But the Matannskacoal de- Wncksmitli coal of a lower grade there have been corrected here and
to the town of Knick. Then climb onare said by the geologists to
posits
to a pack and ride 60 miles northeast than that mined in Alaska is sold at the cost of the work just cut in half! U(? the largest on the Pacific coast and
to the junction of the C'hickaloon and Pacific coast points for $22.50 a ton!
steamGeorge W. Evans of Seattle, a to contain the only
who has worked his ling coal on the Pacific coast outside
(way from bunker boy to engineer, is of tile liering field, which is more
in charge of the field operations. The difficult- to mine, and they belong to
actual inine operations are uuder I). the people!
inspector for the
jC. Dotting,
(In his next letter Commissioner
state of Washington. Three experts Sawyer wilt tell how the V. S. gov- loaned by the bureau of mines, eleven ernment will ship its 8'lu tons of test
coal miners, a carpenter, iimcksmiiu, 00al from Camp Daniels to tidewater
two tiliibonuen and two cooks com- n railroad 1
UNCLE SAM'S

REALLY MINING

COAL RIGHT

NOW

IT'S

ALASKA !

IN

ONLY A TEST, BU

FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION,

Sour Stomach, Heart Burn

In

Mrs. Hall, from
which we make
the following ex

e

DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PFIXETS

i

-

regulate and Invigorate stomach, Hv x and bowel.
Sugar coated, tiny granules, easy to take as candy.

j

n

con-fro-

Tran

fairs how is it possible for them to
teach immature minds to become effective? They have no way of deter- 'mining whether thei methods are

MARRIAGE (S BEST
SO THE GIRLS SAY

Marriage bringing results. A greater majority
not interested in the least in what
ie far more important that the credita-(arble performance of work with most of their scholars do after school hours."
the 791 women, according to an inves-- i
tigator of the Young Women's Christ-- j filDt C
STREET
ian association, interviewed relative to
women
wage
ARE NOT F A vOREU
conditions among the
earners here. Of the 7U1 women inter-- :
viewed "very few were happy," they; ComellBvi,ei Pa-- 0ct,
displayed little interest in their worki (arted a crusade agalnBt young girs
and in fact were only going through W,J0 walk the streetBi BurgP8s j. U
the motions of work.
Evans went a step further and direct- The investigator, Miss Dymple B. e(j tu0 police that no favors should
Johnson, states she started out to find i)e snown them when arrested.
the "woikin' goil" and the "monster
Hereafter, damsels incarcerated in
employer." Neither exist, she asserts. the lockup will enjoy no privileges deis
severly nied other inmates. The only chairs
The public school system
arraigned with reference to teachers allowed will be the iron bunks in the
;
as follows
cells, and the bill of fare will consist
"Very few of them can save any- of bread and water. The burgess put
thing for old age or the much anticipat- an end to the delivery of "short ored trousseau. Since they are so in- ders" from restaurants to three girls,
competent of managing their own af- who had sufficient money to enjoy
such luxuries.
"I don't want those girls to find this
PILLS
THE lHAMONIr BRAND. A
place so comfortable that they will be
tor
Lament Abm your irruggiAi
fA
anxious to come back," was his
EkMtt ClicbeteisOumndKrnd
i 7t
'IIU in Red ani Uold nirUliicV
,Ca1Q$&
sealed with Line Ribtwn,
-- 159

Fort Smith, Ark,

Oct.

2.1.

e

Af

,

o.l.-H- avins

high-grad- e

Welch-America-

e

j

i

'

plele
tion.

exppdl-

mining

j

i

tracts:
"About twelve
years ago my
health began to
I couldn't
fail.
eat anything
without suffering
for it. I had!
heart burn, sour MRS.
I

-

one-ce-

October,
received
from

1910, we
a letter

;

weaknesses that make women miserable and old before their time. Every girl
meeds it before womanhood. Every mother needs it. It is an invigorating tonic
to
for the female system. All medicine dealers have sold it with satisfaction,
customers for the past 40 years. It is now obtainable in liquid err tablet form
stamps for trial box, to R. V. Pierce, Buffalo.
atdrugstores or send 50
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JAMES A. HAUL.

Bo 36, Norrto Citr.
nt th
llUno
heart, smother"
ing spells, pains in my aides and
In fact, I suffered' all over.
back,
and a cough almost like consump- tion.
Doctors failed, to relieve me;
in fact, they didn't seem to know
what ailed me. I oontinued to grow
worse until I was able to sit up only
a part of the time, I had almost lost
all hopes of ever being any better.
"But one day some one threw soma
books In at my door. I read them
and found them to be Peruna books.
"They described my feeling so truly
I sent at once and got a bottle and
began taking It. You pronounced
my ailment systemic catarrh, and
gave me some advice.
lf
"When I had taken two and
bottles I began to eat without
suffering. I continued to Improve.
"When I had taken eight I was Ilka
a now person. That was nine years

tat ton

one-ha-

ago.

.

"I think Penma the greatest family remedy there is, for so many ailChickaloon was selected as the
ments are due to catarrhal trouble. I
site for the navy mine because ooal
would advise any one afflicted with
outcroppings here are said; by all
catarrh to take Peruna and I am sur
It will lea,ve."
geologists visiting the field to lie the
In the Revised "Ills of Life" we
best in the Malanuska,
many similar testimonials which
This land was staked several years
Artesia, X. M., Oct. 2.'. The fourth have
should
interest sick people everyclosed
of
which
Watson
festival
Richmond, annual alfalfa
ago by Frank
where. Sent free by the Peruna Co..
to
transferred
was
and
the
later
greatest Columbus, Ohio.
here Saturday night
Washington,
, '.Mb. Xjr
t
I
w..
i ILL,
IK
w t.ur success ever known in the Pecos valOSl Ol LHMHKU.
A.
People who object to liquid mediV ' - ....
cines can now obtain Peruna Tablet.
claims still lies with
ley, despite a heavy rain on Wednestfte day, which was to have been the great
day of the festival, when Governor McDonald and other notables were pres- TAX COLLECTOR IS
ent. About 10 o'clock of that morning
PENNV-SWAMPED
the rain began falling and continued
fill far into the night. The governor
oxford, Ph., Oct. 25. Hy paying
address In
made a. verv interesting
l"e6,
front or the hotel at noon midst a their borough tax in pennies, a numTsLn nn nfher. Hiiv f Tour
a Drn.kt. Asl:fnrtf"llI.1irKS.Tf!llS
ber of property owners of Hopewell
downpour, but in the presence of
IAMOM IIUANI I'll I
TAOS SHERIFF DEAD.
oaiest, ways Rehntna
vcari l:mwn as
of citizens. The rostrum was borough, the smallest borough in point
A' S0LT BY .WiO!T H'E!?YWHE3
Taos, N. M Oct. 25. Cinecio
made of bales of alfalfa and was not of population in the state, "got even"
sheriff of Taos county, died
aniline but handsome. After the with the tax collector, Samuel Russel,
ionly
here on Thursday night after an illfhe governor and mem- - for refusing to accept their checks.
speechmaliing
r ii,.
ness of brief duration with a compline nummtrrs en. Saturday morning 12,:?00 pennies, re- .i.omi.o.cation of troubles combining typhoid
ban- - presenting $123 worth of tax, were
a bountiful and
joved
Cisne-rodemand-ladieDRY FARMING
fever and a kidney disorder.
given under the auspices of the en to his house and receipts
as
term
was serving his first
of the Cemelerv association, M. He was told that there were
to follow, and as it took
sheriff of the county having been
CONGRESS
throughout the jubilee acted in simds more
chosen at the last election and has
harmonv with the chamber of com-- ' a" ,Ja' ' count tIl0ae that caine in'
made an efficient and conscientious
lit looks as though the work of "Sam,...,
official. He was a ranchman with a
mie," as he is known over the country
TULSA, OKLAHOMA,
A
Indians
of
party
large
Apache
home at El Prado and was a respect-- i
will prove rather cumbersome.
reserva- side,
were
from
Mesealero
here
the
ed citizen of the county.
Nov,
was only recently chosen
Oct.
'Samniie'
Entrace to the
A Picture of the
while
and
couldn't,
play
tion,
they
Hillside Coal Mines at Camp Daniels,
baseball with the Artesia team, their for collector. lie read the law regard
Rheumato
Backache and
Quick Help
'dances were unique and enjoyed. ing collections carefully and found
where the U. S. Navy is digging test
tism.
There were almost innumerable at- that tax must be paid in good and
coal; also a photo of the government
of the Cnted States of
who wants miners' tent camp.
The man or woman
all tending to the better lawful money
ROUND TRIP FARE FROM SANTA FE
tractions
to take the law
quick help from backache and rheutime enjoyed by eveTyone. The fruit America." He decided of
the taxpay
literally. When several
matism, will find it in Foley Kidney
were
in
hall
and
farm
exhibit
disnlavs
DATES OP SALE,
miles up
ers sent checks he refused to accept
Pills. They act so quickly and with Matanusk rivers, then three
Gov
saw
of
them.
who
the
all
wonder
are "here!
did not fulfill
Oct. 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28
such good effect that weak, inactive the Chickaloon and you
ernor McDonald stated to the writer them, saying that they
You would enjoy this ride from
murr anu duhi several eamns. mew "If yon were to take tlrls display any- the law) As a consequence, a numas
thrown
and
kidneys that do not keep the blood
unlit
discarded
Coal
Return limit, Nov. 5th, I9IJ.
birch and spruce
and gath
clean and free of impurities, are toned Knick through the
miners is of are being cared for by Ed O'Brien, an where at all you would certainly get ber of residents got together
of the Malanuska, for it is.one on the dump by the navy
ered pennies enough to make up the
vxt and strengthened to healthy vigor forest
i old sourdough more bent on showing
Seat-in
sold
I
Is
ever
saw."
than
that
the
a
first
it
finest
better
grade
prize;
of Alaska.
amount. They took them to the RustIlt! agricultural value of the country Others
ous action. Good results follow their of the most beautiful parts
H. S. IIITZ, AST., - SANTA FE, N.J
expressed themselves in same sel home
with its New Eng- tie for $8 a ton'
Saturday morning.
coal resources. This year Ed terms, and all
its
use promptly. The Capital Pharmacy. Chickaloon valley,
than
at
the
was
and
bluff
rises
The
rapidly
justifiable.
praise
land climate, is a far cry from the
James Bunting, Jr., was the first to
the raised 700 pounds of potatoes on a The apple display was something wonAlaska-- all
glaciers and polar camp 300 vards east of the garden
turnPatch 30 foot square, and some
derful, more than $500 worth of prem- arrive, tie carried a twelve pouna
bear so vividly described in books. outcroppings of eight seams, varying 'P weighing 10 pounds each!
iums were distributed by the chamber flour sack on his shoulder.
currant ip thickness from three to twenty feet
raspberries,
Huckleberries,
'Here Sammie, I brought over my
The navy expedition men round of commerce, on fruit alone; and the
are in sight.
and the high and low
700 Frost's prospect tunnels full ot ice. total expense of
was more tax in good and lawful money," and
In front of the camp is piled
premiums
wild
in
profusion.
grow
he emptied the sack on the table.
finest steaming coal to be; Cleaning out and timbering them oc- than $000.
DISTRIBUTOR OF
About, the last thing in the world tons of the
Granville Coates
Soon afterward,
in North America, cupied a month, after which two,
found
beautiso
in
anywhere
find
to
commerce
The
chamber
of
would
attempt- took his tax to Russel in a bran bag.
one
expect
of- West Virginia, neatly sack-- ; best located, were selected for minoutside
coma
ed
an unique proposition the holding
ful a setting is
commonplace
ed and covered with tarpaulins
just ing. With a field laboratory at hand of a big festival without asking a man Ralph Conoly next came burdened
modity like coal, but It is here in
with a milk pail partly filled with pen
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
mine to test samples, the best seams were
can
Sam
Uncle
well
to
how
show
for a dollar to help it along. The exe- nies, and .lames Sloan had an old coal
abundance.
the
and
erected
were
screens
to.
the
own
wants
if
fuel
he
located,
By
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
his
cutive members of the association scuttle.
The trail leads over a low hill, down
'time tills letter reaches you the re mining and sacking of
water.
a sharp Incline past old man O'Brien's
worked day and night for several
Agent for Manitou Sprinf Mineral Water.
Sammie" could not deny that It
on
since
coal
been
lias
the
100
going
for
tons
steaming
required
weeks getting together everything was goon ana lawrui
truck garden, and right into the bank, maining
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J
9'
Allirncl
coin, ana iney
out
taken
will
been
have
test
n rinse that vou can lean out of the navy
for success and when the left him struggling with the heap of
In the meantime samples ot every necessary
there
saddle and touch a seam of the black j and the mine nailed up. Whether it
festival
last
Tuesday
opened
copper on the table, wnne ne was
workable bituminous outcrop in the were more
will be reopened by the navy depart-than 1500 premiums in Sec- - counting it some of his neighobrs walk
stuff, four feet thick!
Dinsniore's office. The rain on
ing by the windows, asked him if he'
Wednesday put a damper on the fes-- were playing "penny ante.
tival but, the management refused to
There are a number of other res- TO REAR A NEW RACE AT KROTONA
listen to advisors suggesting that the jonU wllo are
gjg to pay their tax
whole thing be called off; and an-igame manner unless "Sammie"
nounced that instead of a three-daj.nrts his embargo on checks and
'
it would last through flvei.,De documents,
DECLARED, WILL RULE THE WORLD.
days, concluding Saturday at mid-- !
night; and so it went the other days
Henry A. Johnston, a business man
ON FROM THE PRIMEVAL BEAST,"
"A NEW RACE IS THE NEXT STEP UPWARD IN NATURAL EVOLUTI
being very pleasant and the crowds of IAnse, Mich., writes:
"For years,
SAYS LEADER OF CULT.
getting every enjoyment all the time, Foley's Honey and Tar Compound for
Instead of
in
are
when
bills
the
all
and today
coughs aud colds has been o lr family
and everything checked up it is found medicine. We give it to our ctilldret-- .
acthe chamber of commerce
j that
nlio like it on account of its pleasant
complished its purpose having means ti.ste. It is a safe cure for coughs and
to pay every obligation promptly with-- I colds. It contains no opiates. The
out asking a donation from a soul, Capital Pharmacy.
The last alfalfa festival was a suc-- ) hi. cess, and the people of the city do- - SWIMMER DROWNED
in
f
a
nated $750 toward it. The chamber
BY AN
FISH.
oi commerce determined
that, this
Knterprise,, Ore., Oct. 25. Arville
Do vou realize what this means to you and the. se depend- - B
year, there should be no such drain Sanner, 20, went fishing in the Grande
in on vou."
on the people because the body didjRonda river and after hooking an
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
deem it necessary and the peo- - inch fish, it jerked him under water,
thousands have done; let the International Correspondence
him.
pie generally think a rather
nil thing was achieved when it was
Schools show you how your pay can bo increased. It matters
known that the plans had been suc-- i BRUIN SCARES PIGS;
not where you are, in the factory or in the shop, in the mine
FARMER KILLS HIM.
ccssfully carried out in every way.
or in the mill, in the office or store, the I. C. S. can and will
Willes-HarrPlans are already on the way toward
Pa., Oct. 25. The
increase your earning capacity.
a bigger and a better festival next squeals of a dozen pigs caused John
The I.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
year, and one that will enter into com- Blakeslee, of Rear Creek, to arise and
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
petition with even the state fair. The hurriedlv leave the house with a rifle
wonderful Pecos valley is boundless ;to learn the cause of the trouble. As
more to your likiny;.
in resources and the people are the lie neared the pen, Blakeslee, saw a
A dollar an hour is not cut of your reach, if you will only lot
most
in the world.
The large bear stand on its hind legs. One
HOW?
Sim
will
us
ask
to
cost you nothing
us help you. It
farmers
second
every
;shot brought death to bruin, a black
always
heartily
j$
the
of
rters
American
Krotona
Theosophy,
Temple, Headqua
Upper,
ply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
which
'bear
effort
of
the
the
of
weighing 2fi0 ponds,
city
or
people
.
A.
P.
head
new
a
of
and
of
).
race,
cradle for leaders
Warrington,
photo
(
your aid all the resources of that great institution,
tends toward the upbuilding of the
Institute.
the
whole.
the I. C. S., an establishment backed by a capital
Coffee
One of the finest features of this
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 23. To ness to all beings foreigners as well
of six million dollars and founded and main
rear leaders for a new race! that is as Americans.
year's festival was the flower parade,
tained for the benefit of poorly paid men aud
A cup of good" coffee!
"The instilling of these attributes
which was more than five blocks in
the object of Krotona headquarters ot
women. If you want your pay increased, say
extent and in which were very many
the American Theosophical society ii.lo human beings will result in a uniIt's a luxury.
so at once.
handsome floats, automobiles, char- and the Order of the Star in the east. versal attitude of peace throughout
i
new
world.
will
a
in
establish
best
It
was
about
the
as
the
whole
a
existence
and
been
has
Krotona
iots, etc.,
MerfiatlMal CdrfesjKHidef.ee setoffs
There is plenty of good
race.
saw anywhere. There
j anyone ever
a year.
Mark and
Box 888, Scnnlon, Pa.
is
could
Its
race
have been nothing handsomer no
A. P. Warrington, its head, says:
"This
my
forming.
already
Please explain, without lurtijffr cM'rition
Mail the .T pan, bom I cia quality lor the"aarkc-position, trade, or
roffee, if you could be sure
matter how large the place.
X.
. "We feel that we have a message for members are noticeable by their
whic.l b.ivc
ton
arThe chamber of commerce had
the future and are training people to spiritual countenances, their strangely
F.lcctricc! V.'irvnaao
Automobile kunuung
Coupon
of getting it while it's
rat Enirinecr
Poultry Farming
deliver it. We are educating lecturers shaped heads and their
ranged with a moving picture film
M' hr.tk si T)mfwman
Bookkeeper
NOW
Mechanical Eastineer
in theosophy so that they can spread nervous organisms. It is the next step
company to take the flower and alfalTcki.hoac Expert
Advertising Mao
good and fresh.
in natural ovnlntinn nnu-ari-l
Statiouary Engineer
Writing
from the odor OOZPS Out frOnl Some hidden fa parades as well as numerous other
its principles.
'1
Wtnuow Trimming
Civil r.tnjriiwr
Commercial !ilutrat.
beast."
place. The whole place is oriental, interesting scenes, and these have all
Theosophy teaches:
Duilding Contractor
You are sure of SchilAduitnai Lcsisamg
the comturned out very
Architect
"Greater purity In life, both at home
Architectural Iraf it.
Krotona temple is an imposing pile mysterious, wierd.
ConMnict'n
Concrete
Che
M.
sent
Mr.
Chase
in
business.
new
of
of
and
rttt'g
the
architecture.
with
here,
is
Indian
cradle
race,"
pany
having
plumMng.bteai
"This
the
Gray,
Language
i.r.kin.7
lling's Best the name;
rrmM Mine
a
Mia-- - S j?cri pendent
"Greater purity and more sincerity little round domes, minarets built concluded Warrington. "The students one of the best qualified men in this
wonderful
business,
court.
In
in the church.
November
center
a
central
the
around
moving picture
are just gathering. By
douhly sure the aronia-tigh- t
"Greater spiritual strength so that i3 a fountain, a lake, with porches on there will be a hundred, and before
men may stand for the high and noble all sides. Strange faceB are painted Christmas the school will be in full
can; thrice sure
instead of the mere commercial.
on the walls. White robed men and swing turning out captains of the new
Sute
i
monevback.
"Greater human love, spelling kind- - women pace silently about. A pungent race that is to come."

THE FESTIVAL
AT ARTESIA WAS
A GREAT SUCCESS
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would not dispute the right under or- was abandoned, it was reported
that for instance, 7u0,nno out of 1,100,000,
dinary conditions, to land marines twenty-livbadly mutilated bodies had voted for the initiative and referendwherever necessary for the protection been found in that room, none of them um. When it got to the legislature it
of personal property, but 1 think it bearing a single means of identifica- - was shelved. In Wyoming Governor
would be inadvisable under the pres- tion.
told me that the only help on
ent circumstances, to land marines in
The arrival of a second government Carey
measures the ProgresProgressive
Mexico because that might lead to un- - car early this morning greatly
was from the Democrats. In
sives
rescue work, placing on the Utah got
the
dited
complications.
soul
you all know Smoot controls for
them very good. dared not lire, though-mi ling at lirst, I fouud
"I have no authority to speak for ground an additional number of
the standpats.
This talk of the Rebread and cd at each lightning stroke of those
to this cassava
I think if the ciently trained men.
but
but
FOOTBALL
myself,
publican party becoming Progressive
baked plantain, we had a very enjoy- - terrible paws.
or citizens of any nation need
From
subjects
until
dawn
late last is absurd. If the
early
At last my moment came for an instandpatters are Proabe and typically tropical dinner.
protection in Mexico, on account of night, Dr. James S. Douglas,
gressives, then they are like the old
"He is the very devil himself, this stant the dogs drew back. Before they
under ordinary circumstances, dent, of the
syndicate, Romans who put on a mask without
tiger with the cattle appetite," re-- I could again rush in, my second bullet marines would be landed, it would be which controls the Stag Canyon Fuel
marked Haley, as he leaned back in crashed through his brain.
far better to call on the United States company, was present at the mine, aifecting - their hearts or their convictions."
The cattle killer had paid his debt-m- any for whatever protection is required,
j hie chair, rolling a cigarette. "He has
taken over the management
,;
Iowa Is Standpat.
lives nad he asked now he had so that whatever may be absolutely having
(killed over twenty head in the last
jof the administration work. While
Mr. Cadmus declared that the state
"he paid with his own!
j few
be
attended
months," he continued:
to
necessary Jiiay
by his father was issuing orders for the of Iowa is
tThe Knd.)
standpat and he added:
knows just as well as we do that he
American marines. 1 say this because jbest and most expensive rescue ap
"Mr. Cummins has never lifted his lit.must
is on dangerous ground, and he seems
one
recognize that in the paratus and attending to other kin- nery
to give over the power into
tle
to posses the craft and cunning of the
present delicate situation It is
dred phases of the work, young Walter the finger
MRS. UICCS HAD A
hands 'of the people."
imnnrtant tn avoid nnvthtnt Douglas,
old boy himself!
Why, Jack pulled
the
of
manager
"It is true tliat the peoHe addeil
LARGE AUDIENCE '"'at would tend to produce the slight Phelps-Dodg- e general
up and stood upright on his horse's
was deep
( st conflict
ple may make a blunder some times,
or frictiou between the within the minesyndicate, in the rescue
:baek in order to get a better view.
aiding
but I think it is safe to trust them
J "There
continued Jack,
they go!"
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" i nited States and any one of these work and superintending the task of
with government. Where they will
pointing over the savannah, "headed makes a delightful book but a poor foreigners.
bettering air conditions in the in make ONE blunder the
legislatures
Come on. you
j for that neck of wood.
Mexican
Foremost.
terior.
Situation
play. Each time one goes to see the
and apYankee cowpnncher, let's see you dramatization he conies
Chief Roberts, of the government will make TEN. (Laugher
wonderLondon, Oct. 25. The Mexican sitaway
ride." Jack sung out as we broke Into ing why it was ever put into the form uation now occupies the most promi- rescue service, last night announced plause.) The people correct their mis
takes and learn from experience."
a run.
ot a drama and how it continues on the nent place in the public mind and In bis positive belief that no entombed
t
It was a tlsht finish right up to the stage.
Raps La Follette.
the press of the British isles and miners now are alive, and in this
Mr. Cadmus handed out a hot roast
mure particularly the divergent views opinion he was supported by rescue
woods, with the quarry
just ahead.
The
the
play
presenting
company
J What was
the quarry? Jack didn't last night was adequate enough, but of the United States and England as crews and mine officials who say it is on La Follette of the Paderewskt
j say, and
I didn't know. "Come on," the material out of which to construct isi lie best policy to bring about orsaying: "Wisconsin's legislautterly impossible for life to have ex- locks,
said Jack as we pulled our horses up, a drama is entirely inadequate. It der in that country. It is still held in isted this long.
No miners were ture was in the control of La Folietto
a standpat influence."
and slid off to enter the bush. "It's lacks the movement which is not need- ollicial circles here that the differ- found alive yesterday or last night,
Hadley on Fence.
shooting time, he added. The hounds ed in Mrs. Rice's delightful book ences between the United States and and the number of rescued living still
Discussing Missouri, the speaker
were only a tew yaras m me wooas;where he BQ Ptjoyed le Bunny phnos. England are not such as could possi- stands at twenty-three- .
Mine officials
and barking treed. We stepped along 0)hy of the cheery Mrs Wlggs. Thf, bly lead to any trouble and that they continue to announce that 203 will be rapped Hadley saying: "He has disgingerly into the woods, and soon, alldlence jast nignt wa8 a iarge one will smooth themselves out when all the probable death list, it having been gusted both Republicans and Progresupon looking up, we saw, flattened on aud ave , aptors a friendly receo- - the facts shall have been made known augmented by the death of helmet men sives by his strenuous efforts to sit on
tne orancn or a nnmooyan tree, an tiolli but the eement 0f action was not by Washington. The greatest regret Lurdi and Persa. An even two hun the top splinter of the top board of
dred bodies were still in the mine last the fence, his hair parted in the midocelot, staring down with a slow, evil, there and C0Illd not be injected. This exists here that any signs of
should have been displayed in re- night, a great portion of the dead be- dle." (Laughter.)
insolent stare. Then his eyes blazed fmlu rmM nnt ne laid at the door
with hate and fury. For his inches his
Republican Lies.
the Derformer8 a thev did the gard to the situation. It is pointed ing in chambers and rooms yet unTaking up what he declared are
disposition is a very wicked one, and ;DPSt thev could and those of na who om- by officials that England, like explored.
even a young calf does not come jnave geell the same play before by (he other powers,, recognized provisional
In all attacks upon the. wreckage "Republican lies" Mr. Cadmus brand- amiss to his killing propensities. After hest actors in the country came out of President .Huerta because she
which is separating the' rescue crews ed as false the story that Theodore
this handsomely marked the theater with the same feeling thai ecl llim t0 be the best man to handle from the remaining dead, the govern-men- t Roosevelt is to run for president in
little chap, who is second in beauty of jwe djd ast night. There is nothing jtIle critical situation and she still
service men are taking the lead, 1910 on the Republican ticket and' '
"The Progressive leaders
all the. "cats" In the new world, wejto awaken interest in the production. hol(,s tnat opinion. Should, however, in the hope that a repetition of the added:
'
Sun- continued our hunting.
tragedy yesterday morning, when the have repeatedly denied this lie but the
"Lovey Mary," who came into the President Wilson, after returning
We carefully beat through
three !piay through the medium of the sec tUa'. Present, as it is expected he will rescue men met their death, may be Republicans will not let them deny It.
long strips of jungle. But no fresh 0nd of Mrs. Rice's books bearing the!0"0, a more practical solution of the avoided when the time shall come They are shoving out this story in the
sign rewarded us; and so it was on title of the. heroine was one of the u'"icuuy, n wouiu De sywpameucaiiy that unexplored chambers shall have hope that it will mean the end of the
been entered.
Progressive party. The same moral
the second day The third day was heat eharacterH in the nlav and was considered by England
Common Policies In Mexico.
After his day spent in the mine, qualities that would let the Republigoing very much the same, and it was prettily done by Marie Hodgkin.
25. Exchanges
of Walter Douglas expressed his opinion can party steal a nomination at ChiOct.
Paris,
waxing along in the afternoon when Hazy was as uninteresting as usual,
we rode across the savannah to hunt though Myra Jefferson gave to th views are taking place between vari- as to the cause of the explosion. He cago lets them spread these baseless
European powers, possessing stated that gas is known 'to have ex- rumors, which may take a great cam- the last strip of likely looking bush. part about all there was in it. The ous
The cattle, grazing peacefully, only balance of the comuany did their best large economic interests in Mexico, isted in a vein of coal just above the paign to disprove, so active has been
stopped now and again to gaze at us to make a play out of a book and tint with the object of defining common one which the company is working, the Republican press. The rumors
with
inquiringly.
they did not wholly succeed was not policies there, especially a joint atti- and that it has been known to entet about the Piuchots breaking
Another mile, and we were at the their fault alone. The scenery present- tude after the elections, as it is under- the Stag Canon mine on occasions Roosevelt and all that sort of talk are
edge of the strip of jungle. Jack's ed was excellent as far as scenery stood that the government at Wash- when part of the mine roof gave way. samples of this infamous activity of
brow grew dark his lips tight set, was needed for the production of Mrs. ington will decline to recognize a re- It is the belief that some time the G. O. P."
sult which the European governments Wednesday a small part of the roof
It Is the Same.
Catching the Ball Catching a twisting or tumbling football is not so his dark eyes were fixed upon some- Wiggs.
The speaker declared that the only
methane
in the bush. "A
The next entertainment to bo giv.'n might consider provisionally desir- dropped, permitting
gas,
easy as it looks. In fact to propeTly catch a booted ball is something of a thing
trick. The right way is shown in the photographs of a Chicago varsity play- fresh 'kill,'" he said at last; "done will be Byron's Troubadors, on the able. The initiative in the matter is fire damp, to penetrate into several party that is absolutely the same
understood to come from London.
rooms or chambers of the mine, and throughout the United States is
er who was practicing catching punts when photographed especially for today, not ten hours old. We ought evening of November 6.
that subsequently some person with
party, and then he told of
the New Mexican to illustrate the right way to play the game.
to get this fellow now, if we ever do."
Monterey Captured.
DemoThe hounds came up, and as they
Brownsville, Tex., Oct. 25. "Monte- - an unprotected lamp entered the troubles In the Republican and
rey has been captured." This was the pocket in which the methane gas and cratic parties. The Republican party
with the at- in Illinois is different from the Remessage received today by Constitu- dust has accumulated,
publican party in Oregon. In Illinois
tionalist General Lucio Blanco, at tending instantaneous explosion.
It came Chief lioberts of the government Uncle Joe Cannon Is going to run
New York, Oct. 25. Football games Matamoras, opposite here.
which will demonstrate the real cali- from his chief of staff, Major Mujica, service agrees with General Manager again for congress. The Democrats in
to the probable
cause, some states are different from the
bre of several of the big eastern var- who is today at Reynosa, sixty miles Douglas, as
a
was
but
it
said
Democrats in other states. There are
that
guess.
only
to
on
from
line
railroad
the
be
to
here,
scheduled
playsity elevens are
or distinct lines of cleavage in both of
amount
a
of
dust
That
great
'
ed today.
Monterey.
The constitutionalists began closing gas had been present is evident, says the old parties. And that state of afPrinceton, Dartmouth and Pennsylexpert, from the fairs wiH- undoubtedly have its inIn on Monterey October 15, with 2,000 the government
elevvania are the universities whose
which wrecked fluence. "We are the most active party
ens hiep un iiie lesuug scales, uan- - men under Pablo Gonzales, 1,000 of force of the explosion
Col. practically all the interior workings, iii the way of organization for we have
mouth plays Princeton at Princeton, the veterans of Torreon under
and that it must have formed Bince headquarters all over the states. We
N. J., and the Carlisle Indians invade Conteras and 500 men under Col. Coss.
is the opinion of Some are sending out literature, we keep a
Franklin Field at Philadelphia to meet Against this attacking army were pit- - Monday last,
Because tne mine naa neen mspecieo Epeakers' bureau all at personal sacrithe University of Pennsylvania team, ted 2 000 federals.
that day by State Mine Inspector fice. I do not know of any ProgresThe first skirmish was aoDarentlv
Final Results.
Beddow.
sive worker who is not giving up time
two
at
miles
from'
Morales,
InMonterey
of
7;
University
Pennsylvania
The condition of executives in the and money because of principles
on October 15. That same day candians 7.
rescue work is giving grave concern,
party stands for. And
nonading began about the city.
Dartmouth 6; Princeton 0.
Communication over a field tele- to the physicians who are in attend- men who believe In these Progressive
Harvard 29; Pennsylvania State 0.
some
ance
the
The
men,
upon
camp.
claim
principles are bound to become domiUniversity of Pittsburg 20; Cornell phone which constitutonalists
runs within two miles of Monterey, of whom have been working continu- nant because of a live democracy.
"'
ously since the moment of the exploA New Magna Sharta.
Navy 7(i ;
Maryland Agricultural says scores of wounded refugees are sion, are obdurate in their determi"There is a tremendous educational
arriving at points back of the front,
College 0.
confirms the city's fall, according to nation to stay at their posts. As a work before us. A new Magna Charts:
Army 2; Tufts 0.
result the emergency hospital Is be- of Society is to be written, and poliMatamoras advices.
Lafayette, 7; Albright, 0.
ing used almost wholly as a "rescue tics is undergoing a new line of develEl Paso Hears It.
Coiegate, 6; Trinity, 0.
station" for mine and government ofnever attempted before. An
Yale, (1; Washington and Jefferson 0.
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 25. News of the ficials who have become too exhaust- opment
Williams, 23; New York University, fall of Monterey was received today by ed to retain consciousness. Cabins effort Is being made to reduce govern.
lie evil scent their hair bris
ment to a business and not a graft.
sniffed
the rebel junta here in dispatches. adjacent to the mine offices have
(By Dan J. Sing'
to furnish legal exare
tled along their backs. Then Star,
Wesleyan, 9; Amherst, 0.
The city was surrendered at noon Fri- been converted into places of succor We to striving with
V.
the problems
Chapter
the blagest and boldest of the lot, led
perts
grapple
12;
Wisconsin,
Michigan Aggies,
day, after desperate street fighting in for the tired men. Nourishing foods that come before legislatures probout, with the others following through
Michigan, 33; Vanderbilt, 2.
which the federals were constantly of several varieties, diets prescribed lems
The iron horse commenced to eat
that only the legal mind can
the jungle, and then their quavering
Chicago 6; Purdue 0.
driven back. The same dispatches say by the physicians are served at any
up the miles, and then gradually the
grapple with.
chorus rose until the whole woods
Oberlin 26; Case 24.
their
Federal
with
Generals
or
those
Into
that
Paas,
moment,
night.
day
'
echoed with the din of the wild chase.
Need A New Party.
jungle gave place to the endless lowCollege Second Team Wins.
joint forces, who were hurrying to the cabins the helmet men are takon imthere need of a new
The jungle was thick and the going
"Is
St. Michael's College second team !PeiPf nf Mnnterev. were defeated after
Aslfing:
lands of grass, and occasionally there
the
issuance
from,
mediately upon
difficult. Jack went on ahead with the ana me secona wgn benooj team piay- - a severe battle at
were what looked like islands of trees
There the mine officials party? Mr. Cadmus said: "Is there
Lajitas, by August-- man-waed a game on the college grounds this !in Castro. The fall of Monterey, say Isnend
and
for
the
of
vines
cutlass,
tangle
moment
now and then when any possible way for the old parties
A
sea.
a
in the midst of
quivering
to take up these burdens? The Recreepers made it impossible to force a afternoon which resulted in a victory rebel leaders here, assures the success hunger becomes too acute.
feeling of great joy came over me as
way without continually wielding it. ior me conege dojs uy a score oi
,ot tne revolution throughout all north- The condition of . seven bodies publican, party was a wealth builder.'
I looked far away into space. From
The hounds had evidently stopped to 0. I he college team outweighed ern Mexico, it beine the most fmDort- - brought to the surface of the wrecked 8o was the Democratic party in cerbeing in the jungle so long, I had felt
short, for we could hear the whole the high school boys.
ant point held by the federals.
mine Jate last night, gave the first sub- tain states, in states where Democrats
had
now
and
that
feeling
up,
penned
Private dispatches to prominent Ma- - stantial Indication of the particular were strong. What was the result?
pack, not fifty yards ahead, while the
vanished. Then another little thrill
wailing and clamor that smote our FELIX DIAZ SUMMONED TO
Ideristas also tell of the fall of Monte- - location in the mine at which the ex- These two parties became the slaves ,
came over me as the landscape
ears assured us that just beyond, in
MEXICO CITY MAY NOT GO
rey into rebel hands, being Bent by plosion last Wednesday afternoon was of wealth. Legislatures learned to
of
memories
back
pleasant
brought
intricate and tangled mass of althat
MEN MISSING Maderista sympathizers at Nueva La- the most terrific.
PROMINENT
Four "of the seven ask: 'What is Property Asking For?'-Eveon
cattle
the
range.
the old days
most inconceivable thick cover, that
Nuevo
that
the
of
redo.
your courts Interpreted laws
were
the
port
taken
from
say
They
foleighteenth chamAt the end of a
drive,
the rights of property and often
and
the
the
been
same
Laredo
has
east
along
lord,
closed,
From
savage,
powerful
ber
the
the
following
of
One.)
crafty
(Continued
Page
line,
high
,
at
we pulled up
lowing the train-tripacalnst the human rights of man!
was
of federals at Lajitas.
American
the
defeat
men
this
two
room
helmet
in
which
pack.
facing
tiger,
quite a sizeable house, with a high
And In Theology.
moment Jack leaped they naturally desire to see them proAt this
No Election in Sonora.
morning lost their lives. These four
veranda.
"And this was not confined to legHermosillo, Sonora, Oct. 25. There men were far more mutilated than
back, nearly knocking me to the tected. '
,
Mounting the steps, I was met by a
With them, it is not a vital matter will be no election in the state of So- have been any of the rest, clothes from islatures this dominance of wealth.
ground; his face went white.
tall, dark, handsome girl ("Bet a
It. was seen In theology. The attitude
"Shoot," lie said, for he was carry- who extends that protection. In oth- nora tomorrow except in Guaymas,- the body of one man having been ennickel that's Haley's sister," I said to
I saw er words, they are so far removed which is held by the federals, constitu- tirely burned. It is in this chamber of the pulpit was to save a few for
cutlass.
but
the
ing
nothing
introducof
a
have
"I
letter
myself).
officials reiterated today the that the rescuers
have found the bliss and condemn the many to blister.
nothing to shoot at, but a second from the influence of the particular tionalist
tion to Mr. Jack Haley," I said, and
of their leader, Gen- - greatest amount of debris and here Now the pulpits, the churches, strive
glance revealed a coil of a dozen feet kind of government which may have recent assertion
then added, "Is he home?"
authority in Mexico that that feature eral Venusitano Carranza, that the suc- is where the black damp has been to alleviate the social ills of society.
of the most dreaded of all snakes
"Yes that is, my brother Is back
men discuss the Kingdom
is not a matter of great vital con- cessful candidate tomorrow would not found to be the most prevalent.
treacherous-lookin"
the
The
Isn't
from the ranch and though he
cern to them. All they wish is pro- be recognized but. would be treated by
a major portion of the Come on earth as well as in heaven.
fact
The
that
so
reptile
appeared
enraged
moin just now I expect him any
as a bodies yet remain undiscovered, even Even in the Roman Catholic church
adherents
subjects the constitutional
at our instrusion that an attack seem- tection for their property,
ment," she said In a pleasant voice.
traitor to Mexico."
and citizens.
though the work of exploration has today the great strength is not in its
in
ed
moment
almost
certain.
But
his
e
"He's goin' right back to the ranch
A Picture of Singer's Greatest
Conditions with regard to the el progressed to within one room of the theology, as I see it, but its great
"With us, it is a vastly greater and
of hesitancy it was averted by giving
tomorrow," she continued; "he just
Prize, the Ferocious American
in
to
are
the
ection
said
be
similar
citiOur
more important interest.
last chamber, and that in this room power; is in its outreaching charity.
came up to town to get some hounds." Tiger, He Killed in the Jungles of the him an undisputed right of way and zens have, in the first place, more in other states now in rebellion.
the force of the explosion was the Look at the wonderful hospitals estabI exclaimed,
"Hounds!"
Below a Picture of changing our course, for I did not the
evincing Savannah-Lanad'
General Carranza and his chief
way of material interests than all
greatest, strengthened the belief of lished, the rescue homes, and that
want to shoot at that moment, fearperfect surprise. "Why, what Is he Him as He Stood on His Horse to
the other foreigners put together. In visers declared their belief today that mine officials that no one is within constant, alert reaching out to help
opthat
the
ing
report
my
might
spoil
to
do
asked.
them?"
His
with
I
Haunts
Dense
of
Into
The
going
Peer
addition we have great interests despite his declarations to the con' the mine entombed alive.
humanity.
portunity just ahead for which I had which a
"Well, there is a big tiger killiu' Wily Cattle-Eateneighbor nation must have trary, Huerta had so arranged matters
In Literature Too.
To Ascertain Cause.
come so far and which seemed almost
his stock out at the ranch, and he is
in the peace and good order of Mexico. that the ballot would show him to be
G.
Oct.
within
S.
25.
see
"We
this new attitude in literaa
Pa.,
my
banks
grasp!
the
to
Pittsburg,
him."
use
to
grew
hunt
the hounds
notonauf.; along
going
"These are immeirlate interests the virtually unanimous choice of the
The moments were precious now; which concern
Wright, chief engineer of the bureau ture, too. There was a day when the
Some one closed the gate with a fringe of brush; beyond this sloped
the Mexican situation, electors for president.
of mines, left here today for Dawson, historical novel was the novel of the
hang and swung down the path with away the vast savannah lands that the baleful chorus of the hounds alone but we have also the further inN.. M.," where he will investigate the day. But I read a most interesting
long strides. Then Jack Haley came were, during the rainy season, for ihc warned us the quarr ywas within a terest in the promotion and mainten- DEADLY GAS HAMPERS
cause of the explosion in mine No. 2 historical novel written by a friend of
up the steps, three at a time; and most part submerged. In the late stone's throw; yet we could see noth- ance of governments of law in all
WORK OF RESCUERS AT
of the Stag Canon Fuel company last mine who has been hunting five years
well he might, for he stood six foot afternoon we slid into a small quay ing. Then my eye lit upon some- countries on this hemisphere, particuMINE
IN
CATASTROPHE
for a publisher? Why, because today
Wednesday.
and tied up. A little ranch house thing that held me for a long mo larly those of Latin America in prox
six In his socks. He was lithe,
The investigation will be started as the conditions of society is the subClose
dark-eyemotionless.
and overlooked the river and stod on four ment arrested,
imus.
to
utmost
is
of
It
the
imity
(Continued From Page One.)
soon as the mine is cleared of gas; ject for fiction the needs of the
had a tangle of black hair. In a word. large posts, which raised it some 15 along a bough, its ears fiat against portance that whatever is done, in
people want to read
I liked Jack Haley the moment I clap feet from the ground. It consisted its neck, its tail twitching, its lips Mexico, should have a good influence day, Only the constant presence of which, it is now believed, will not be masses are whatwas
When
I
a student at Harnext
about
before
in
Thursday.
from
its
and
he
back
when
drawn
on
one
an
with
of
yellow
fangs
enclosed,
on
room,
him;
only
all these other countries on this government experts from the two
ped my eyes
20 years ago I saw all this kind
vard
the
hadsomest
a
was
mischievous
vicious
in
a
veranda
latticed
where
the
snarl,
lay
front,
laughed there
hemisphere in discouraging revolution United States rescue cars is keeping
one
twinkle in his eye, and his teeth we swung our hammocks. Below were American tiger I have ever seen. and disorder, and encouraging the even a handful of men at work in the PROGRESSIVES REFUSE TO FUSE of literature could be found on the
small shelf; today it overflows
his
wide
their
From
whiteness.
between
or
two
three native,
eyes governments of law and order. In far recesses of the mine.
lips
gleamed with very
great library.
huts. In these lived the men who blazed into mine, as I raised my gun other words, we should not by recogWhen the gas drove the rescuers
Day broke over the River Berblce.
(Continued From Page One.)
Also In Politic.
and the looked after the cattle; also a coolie to my shoulder, took crefuI aim and nizing a government In Mexico, found- - from the east high line, they turned
Ttee Bun rose
r"It is this same movement tha i
dirty,' oily waters reflected the brazen boy, who did the cooking and acted as fired. The claws relaxed their hold; ed on revolution and violence put a their attention for the first time to the legislature. Despite the talk hand- seen
in politics. You can't make an
slowly the great body rolled over and premium on like methods of violence the west high line, where it was re- ed out about the Republicans seeking
general house servant.
glimmer of the sky. Over the
an
time
old party young, but there is a place
Soon the not unpleasant
every
measures,
odor of fell into the midst of the frenzied and surpation of power.
desolation came the
in
bodies
found
been
had
Progressive
that
ported
'The sending of warships by other chambers 20 and 21. Until this morn- opportunity was presented to vote for for a party which alma to do social
of a gasoline launch. Haley, cooking was wafted up our way, and pack. But, before I could take a forA party which
slidto
were
the
had
two
Booklaul
cat
ward
hounds
with
in
is
a
the
and
leaped
huge
step,
policy
governments
appeared
the writer
recognized
shortly
ing it was believed that no men were such measures, as the initiative and and industrial justice.
the recall, equal suffrage;' will flght the battles of the weak be
ing upstream that is, when the en steaming pots one of boiled antbear. his feet I had aimed too high; the cases of great disorder where the working in that portion of the mine referendum, the
have lieving that the strong are able to
et cetera,
Republicans
the other of boiled monkey. Aside bullet penetrated the upper, part of subjects or citizens ot a country have at the time of the explosion.
gine didn't refuse to work.
Before exploration of chamber 18 FOUGHT these measures. In Illinois take care of themselves."
The scene was unvaried and a J from the name, which is a little start- - the shoulder. Into the wild melee I got interests needing protection. I
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men's Tailor maae suits
Overcoats

and
.Tlie Santa Fo Hish school and the
In Prices from $10 uo to $30 jl'nited StatPS Indian school played
We show you over 1500 samples.
their second game of football Friday
The largest line in the city. We afternoon. The Indian boys were
guarantee a perfect fit and you can 'heavier than their opponents, but the
find no better workmanship at any
IhiKh school boys had the speed. The
price. You will pay more elseour
remember
but
where,
expenses game was full of good plays, and exare small; this makes our low isting moments. Martinez crossed the
prices possible.
'goal on a long run in the first quar-- i
Eighteen years' experience In
ter, and Friday scored another
us
business.
Let
the tailoring
take
The final
in the third quarter.
your measure.
score was 12 to 0, in favor of the high
touch-'dow-

CUSTOM

LINDHARDT,

TAILORING,

New Mexican

Ads

Want
Try it

FETE A

TAOS IS

BIGJVENT
COMMITTEES

WORKING

ALL

SUPPER,
SALE,

CHARM

NCE,

TER

L. BLUMENSCHEIN,

NEW

"IS

HEWETT

'

Program:
Fete at Armory building. '
Country Store, 0c; at Armory.
;
Rummage Sale, at Armory.
Halloween Gaines, at Armory.
' '
Ilig Stipper. at Library.
(rand Finale, Rail at Arnioryl''

OF

:

STONE

REPLACING

LIGHTFUL

ADOBE

SO MUCH

ADMIRED.

ALL

THE

of;
(Fronr the lCsitanria
October 23, V.)V',)
of those New)
"The
Mexicans who have been accustomed
to plume themselves upon the suppo-from distant:
sition that savants
climes were wont to hie themselves to
our glorious commonwealth to sit at
the feet of wisdom, has received sev
eral rude jabs of late in the way of!
criticisms of Or. Edgar L. Hewett,
dean of the School of American Archaeology at Santa Fe, said criticisms
emanating from sundry persons and
newspapers of the Ancient City and
being in words and figures to the efis no great
Dr. Hewett
fect that
shakes as an archaeologist, after all.

DE-

puffed-up-nes-

SAVE

MONEY

YOU

!

ON RIGHT TRACK
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A commercial education in the OLDEST CITY IN
"if the commercial club of Taos
THE U. S. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, eleItlie different committees are hard at doesn't soon take some action like Hie
AIR
DRY, iwoik completing details, which will Santa Fe chamber of commerce with
vation 7,018 feet, on the ROCKIES,
Santa Fe committee, Taos
its
Sunshine the year round, rarely ever frosty, free be fully announced later.
ill soon lose its charm."
Mrs.
of
the
chairman
Adolf
Fischer,
Captain Grose.
from fogs, mosquitoes and malaria. On the coldest candy committee, requests all per- This was the declaration of Ernest 'We have Abeen
in the habit of seemwell
known
L.
artist
Blumenscbein.
have promised donations of
ing to see personified In Dr. Hewett
day one is warm in the sunshine. Quaint old build- sons who
he
from
where
Taos
is
who
back
just
to send same to the Library on
some months in the "artist's all the accomplishments and possesings, crooked streets, dobe houses, no street cars. candy
to
Friday morning next; and it is the spent
Mr. lilumenschein lives in sions attributed by Hobby Hums
ask all colony."
Mountains, rivers, desire ofof the committee tohave
Peaceful, quiet, and lovely.
Grose:
Captain
out
every year
not New York but conies
the Library, who
patrons
to New .Mexico, to visit Taos and
arid streams, blue sky, a town Plaza, and band been
solicited to make contributions
over
in
Santa Fe a 'Of Kve's first fire he has a cinder;
stops
and
stand. The certain home of diamonds and other of candies or sweets for the candy sometimes
Auld Tubalcain's
few days.
table.
der.
to
see
a
of
the
was
"It
and
pleasure
great
unearthed,
stones,
Tiffany,
The Country Store, with Mrs. R.
yet
precious
chamber of commerce is
Palen as chairman, will cater to your results your
New York, Turquoise mines. Home of
in this line of preserving He has a foutli o' uuld
every want; they will have toys for obtaining
charm of Santa Fe." said Mr. Rusty airn cans and jinglin' jackets. in
oldest house, and Church in the U. S. and the only the children, jewelry, groceries, prize the
three
the Lothians
fSluniensohein this morning as he sat Would hauld
other useful arti
taclcets
School of American Archaeology. Cures and packages, and many
in the lobby of the He Vargas hotel.
clesand there will be only one charge
toymont glide,
people, seem to be working
greatly assists Tuberculosis, weak lungs, Asthma, for each, 10 cents. So go prepared to "You
And parritch pats, and auld
gether for the good of Santa Fe. When
' ets.
do
at
the
"Country
your
shopping
Catarrh, Gout and Rheumatism, has good fishing, Store."
think of the charm of Santa Fe
Before the Flood.
also think of the charm of Taos which
400
drive
Circle
arid
The Rummage Sale, with Mrs. Henry attracts so many tourists and artists
walking.
shooting, hunting,
he'll shape you aft, fu" gleg,
Woodruff as chairman, will combine lint Taos is
miles, cave dwellings, and craters. For BOYS and another
seeing its adobe architec- Forbye,
cut of Adam's' philibeg:
The
of the features of the Plaza ture SPOILT
who
have
Americans
GIRLS, and Grown Ups, a sound commercial edu- Fete, and all persons who may have no appreciationby of the New Mexico The knife that niketh Abel's cralg
He'll prove you fully,
or contributions for the
cation guaranteed. The subjects are: Shorthand, packages
style of architecture. For instance,
Rummage Sale, will please leave the some people up there are putting this It was a faulding jocteleg,
Blind-hanon Library days.
Or
gullie.'
Typewriting, Punctuation, Penman- same at the Library
tin, imitation, stone monstrosity on
or, if they are too large, if they will the front of their houses. Awful, simBusSpanish-Englisother
and
ship, Bookkeeping,
faith la
"And now this beautiful
kindly send word, with their address,
awful!
clouded by doubts, and the pedestal
iness subjects. When the PANAMA opens there a messenger will be sent to convey plyNew
York, too, is alive to the interwhich our hero stands is totter-to the Library. All contributions ests of art,
according to Mr. lilumen- upon
will be a demand for thousands of men and women, same
should be at the Library by Thursday schein: "There is a commission to ing.
Fame Is Fleeing.
Shorthand and afternoon next, without fall.
who can write Spanish-Englis- h
look after the artistic future of the
greatness is ephermal and
be
"Verily
will
the
on
the
old
hen
Next
"and
the
he
program
said,
days
should
city,"
Typewriting, and this is the time the study
is fleeing. But Dr. Hewett may
big supper to be served in the Library, anyone could put up any kind of a fame
himself with the reflection
commence. Terms: Education, residence and and just a glance Rt the following statue anywhere in the metropolis consolewhere
that,
carping critics abound, the
once"
make
at
to
soldieris
up
and
Monuments
menu,
have
you'll
board for one year, 50 weeks, $600. Six months your mind to do no cooking next Fri- used passed.
to be a great fad, and such man who Is at this particular time;
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justified in
$350, three months, 3 weeks, $200. It requires day night, but take supper at the monuments? But now the decoration truly
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a meal ticket
and
who
hath
he
friends.
meet
with
of
to
the
of
the city has
your
approval
12 months for a full commercial course and six Library,
overcoat."
the supper the armory floor men who will not tolerate moustrosi'
months for two subjects. There is now a vacancy willAfter
have been cleared for the grand ties."
Mr. Blunienschein noted with pleas- MOTHER! IF CHILD'S
and the music committee and
for S. America with these qualifications at a salary ball
TONGUE IS COATED
floor committee have completed all ar- jure the many changes that have taken
of $300 a month, and no one can do the work. rangements, and all the latest music place in the past few years. He com- If Cross, Feverish, Constipated,
be on the program and lovers of Imented on the delights of the winter
Walter Norton, F. R. G. S. Box 387, Santa Fe, New will
ious, Stomach Sour, Give "California
the dance will have their apetite whet- climate here with so much sunshine
Syrup of Figs."
over
the
ideal
was
enthusiastic
Mex. ; Principal.
and
content.
ted to their heart's
weather that now greets Santa Feans.
New-Ol-
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PHONE
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INSURE WITH HAYWARD

AND

REST CONTENT.

Modern Cottage of

FOR SALE

and Bath.

B. HAYWARD,

the

NOW is

MANAGER,

City Bank Building, Santa Fe, NjMIF IT'S REAL ESTATE,". II AY WARD IIAS'lT.

and 9, Capital

Rooms 8

5

Lot fronts
South about 100 feet on Palace Avenue,
Rooms

We will sell, within ten days' time lor $2,800.
time to investigate the above.

JOSEPH

180.

-

fen-- ;

tiro-sho-

.1.

Ben-Hu-

For October Special Prices

-

AF-

WE

ARCHITECTURE

SANTA FE'S CHAMBER OF
COMMERCE

WINDOWS

OUR

News-Heral-

'

The above in a partial program of
the Oram! Hig Halloween Fete to be
given by the Woman's Hoard of Trade
ion Friday night next, October .'I, at
the Armory and Library buildings, and

CO.

GOODS

!

YORK

ARTIST, DEPLORES TIN IMITATION

"'

DR.

001

FIVE

CLOUDED BY DOUBTS" SAYS ESTANCIA

THE

ALL ON

PROGRAM.

(1.

IN

IS FLEETING

n

Wagner; timers; Prof. Hammitt and
always Mr. Pllueger, linesmen. Ten minute
quarters.

NOTICE
"BEAUTIFUL FAITH"

NEW

DAILY.-DA-

SEW

ADOLF

WAS CRACKED

RUMMAGE

GAMES,

COUNTRY STORE;

IBPMBU

ITS SUBTLE

ANO

FEATURES ARE BEING ACDEO

jsschool.
Officials: Dr. Skaggs, referee; Mr.
Ortego,' umpire; Dr. Rolls and Prof.

125 Palace Ave.

bring results.

PAiE

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

25, 1913.
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WILL MAKE AN ATTRACTSee our display
of Necklaces, Cuif Buttons,
Stick Pins, LxcKets, etc., made of Gold and Turquoise. AM
articles have been made at our store, and tourists are Invited
to look at the skilled workmen who turn out these beautiful
pieces of jewelry.

EE

F

IVE GIFT.

H, C. VONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN FRANCISCO

STREET.'

l

-

h

J

STATES

UNITED

j

w

BANK

a

TRUST CO.

Does a General Banking Business.

i

j
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Your Patronage Solicited
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JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

President.
J. B. LAMY,

t.

-

Bil-

The Menu:
Pork IJoast
Apple Sauce
Cold SlawEscalloped Potatoes
Beans
Chile Con Came
..Hot Rolls
Brown Potatoes
Pickles
Celery
Cheese
Jelly
Crackers

Asked about the artists who were
up at Taos this summer he said that
j Bert.
Phillips w as there, and also the
Dun-jton- ,
cowboy illustrator, V. Herbert
called the successor of Frederick
Remington, J. 11, Sharp, Ralph Mey.
ei's and E. I. Couse. the titter a paint-- '
Coffee
Refreshments:: foe Cream, Lemon- er of Indians, be also mentioned.
ade, Punch, Cigars, Cigarettes, etc.,
will also be served at the Armory

Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,

irr

mm

AND

MODERN
ALWAYS
LARGE
ANO

during the Fete.
The Armory and Library
are being arranged and
Halloween decorations will
nate.
Watch the New Mexican
announcements.

LOBBY

VERANDAS

COMFORTABLE

PORCH

SWINGS and ROCKERS

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities far large
and small banquets.

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 lip.
Room Without Bath, $2.25 Up.

Ml
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SPECIAL RATES
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THE WEEK
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FOR RENT
furnished rooms for tight housekeeping, College St.,
$18.00 per month.
FOR RENT 5 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights,
$20.00 per month.
FOR RENT 6 room unfurnished house, bath, range, electric lights
$35.00 per month.
FOR SALE 300 acres good land near Roswell on the Pecos river,
land well fenced, artesian well flows 350 gallons per minute,
small house, 8 acres of alfalfa and 20 acres under cultivation,
all can be irrigated. Price $11,000.
3

t

SURETY BONDS.

Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francuco St.,
LaaataaaU

:

.

:

f

Santa Fe. New Mexico,
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AUTOMOBILE BANDIT GETS
$100 AND WOUNDS BANKER

CoflVo
Tlw cook, tlie ooffeo

J

I
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SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
"EVERYTHING

IN HARDWARE."

I

feverish, breath bad, restless, doesn t
eat heartily, full of cold or has sore,
throat or any other children's ailment,
a teaspoon ful of "California
give
then don't worry,
Syrup of Figs,"
because it is perfectly harmless, and
in a few hours all tins constipation
poison, sour bilo and fermenting waste
will gently move out of the bowels,
and you will have a well, playful child
again. A thorough "inside cleansing"
It
is ortimes all that is necessary.
should be the first treatment given In
any sickness.
fig syrups.
Beware of counterfeit
bottle
Ask your druggist for a
of "California Syrup of Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly printed on the bottle. Look
carefully and see that it is made by
the "California Fig Syrup Company."
Don't be fooled!

S.

111.,
Addison.
Oct. 25. Assistant
Cashier Edward Rotersund of the Ad
dison State bank, was probably fatal
ly wounded here today by an automobile bandit who escaped toward
Chicago in a yellow runabout after
compelling Cashier E. W. Fischer to
of the cash
give him the contents
drawer, about $100.

j

A.

GENERAL LIVERY

mother! If;
the tongue,
coated, or your child is listless, cross,
at

of SoMrs. K. Humphreys-Pritchett- ,
corro, is registered at, the Montezuma.
Hon. B. F. Pankey, state senator
for later from Santa Fe county, came in from
Iiis ranch near La my yesterday.
R. Swanzy left for his home at Dem- EASTERN STAR ELECTS
ing today after several days here as a
delegate to the blue lodge meeting.
OFFICERS; MRS. MORGAN
Mr. and .Mrs. Arthur Raithel of
IS GRAND MATRON.
Denting, left for home this morning
Session Will End Tonight With Ban- after spending several days in Santa
quet at 6 o'clock and Installation Fe.
Hon. Antonio Lucero, secretary of
of Officers at 8 Mrs. Kanen, of
state, who was operated on last SunSanta Fe, Honored.
The Eastern Star, with over a hun- day, left the hospital today well on
dred delegates from all over the state, the road to a complete recovery.
Homer Stephens and bride, who for
elected the following officers for the
the
past month have been the guests
ensuing year:
of of the former s father, H. F. Stephens
Grand Matron Mrs. Morgan,
left yesterday for their home at libClovis,
Grand Patron Dr. Dillon, of Clovis. erty, Mo.
Antonio Trujillo, a prominent busi- H.
Mrs.
KAUNE
Associated Grand Matron
ness man of Arroyo Seco, was in Sanl'artwood, of Georgetown.
to Raton as a
enroute
Fe
ta
yesterday
V.
Associate Grand Patron John
witness in a land grant case to be Where Quality Governs the
Wilson, of Albuquerque.
Emma tried there.
Grand Conductress Mrs.
and Price the Quality
Antonio Paclieco, of Arroyo Seco,
Muir, of Georgetown.
Taos county, a former member of the
Associate Grand Conductress Mrs.
legislature, was in the city last evenC. F. Kanen, of Santa Fe.
on his way to Raton, where he will
ing
of
Mrs
Grand Secretary
Stevens,
be a witness in a land case.
Raton.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Littrell, from
Grand Treasurer Mrs. Lucy Reed, Old Mexico, arrived in the
city for a
of Albuquerque.
visit with Mrs. Littrell's mother, Mrs.
The Easter Star will hold a grand A. J. N'ix. They will remain for a
banquet at 6 o'clock this evening at week renewing old friendships.
the Scottish Rite Cathedral, and all
Mrs. M. R. Lucero of El Paso, who
members are invited. At 8 p. m. the had been visiting her sisters, Mrs. Aninstallation of officers will take" place. tonio Lucero and Mrs. Camilo Padilla,
predomi-

THE
"BARN
STAR
W.
PROPRIETOR.
WILLIAMS,

8

Price

Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.

Hack and Baggage Lines.
SADDLE POMES

PROMPT

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

Phone 139.

Re-

SERVICE.

310 San Francisco St.

uy For

Cash !

Grain
Hay,
a trial and let

Flour

And we will show you how much you can save. Especially should you do this with your

us show you. Guaranteed
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL. Met., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
Give us

Phone, Main 250.

CRACKERS

(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
LOANS,

PERSONALS

sour.
Look

f

CAKES AND

O. C. WATSON & CO,
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,

buildings
elaborate

A laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow. Children Bimply will net
take the time from play to emptv their;
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish; stomach

pot

or your appetite may be
to blame whenever yon

are not thoroughly pleased with Schilling's Best
coffee. Try it thoroughly

it's money back down

to the bottom of the can.
l ib,

and

21-2-l- b

tight cans,
granulated; 40c a lb.

aroma-everfres-

;

b

cleanly

left for her home today. She was acOur cracker counter is an incompanied by her mother, Mrs. R. B.
The large
place.
teresting
Romero, who will spend the winter in
El Paso.'
variety of crackers and wafers
Rev. J. M. Shinier left today for Las
we carry would astonish most
Vegas, where as president of the
anybody. What is so nice as
League of New Mexico, where
box of dainty, delicious waa
he will make an address on league
fers? Some kind of a cracker
matters tomorrow. Rev. Anderson of
Las Vegas will occupy Rev. Shimer's
should be on the table at every
pulpit here tomorrow.
meal should be in every lunch
Young Duran leaves tomorrow for
And the very kind you
box.
Las Vegas where he is to ineel BatThey
should have are here.
of
next
month.
on
4th
the
Rubio
tling
have the quality that always
He gives his very best thanks to his
many friends in this city for the
pleasant treatment he has received
and expects to fight Mike Baca again
on his return to Santa Fe.
PATENT FLOUR"
Dr. and Mrs. W. W. McCormick, forM
and now of
merly of San Pedro, N.
SANBORN'S COFFEE
Ellensburg, Washington, are in the CHASE
city. They are touring the southwest
with a view of locating. They will return soon to Washington state but the
PRIMROSE BUTTER
attractions of the Sunshine State are
so great that they intend to return to
New Mexico to reside.
Prof. George Lougee went to Lamy
on the afternoon train to meet his
mother, Mrs. A. C. Lougee, who will
arrive In Santa Fe tonight for an ex- Where
B
tended stay. Mrs. Lougee comes
Maine
where she resides.
For Safe
direct from

x

h

it.
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YOU dMT CJET
WON E.Y ANY

THAIS

To DEAL

VfTH

US

"BOSS

I

OKTi

'

st
Prices ar
Oualitv,

WE WANT THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO COME IN AND
TO
DOLLARS
IT MEANS
DO BUSINESS WITH US ONLY BECAUSE
BUYING AT A STORE WHERE YOU PAY MORE FOR THE SAME
THEM.
QUALITY OR GET POORER HARDWARE FOR THE SAME PRICE THAN
WE WILL GIVE YOU IS LETTING YOUR DOLLARS TAKE WINGS AND
FLY AWAY. HUNT AROUND ALL OU WILL, BUT YOU MUST COME
TO OUR STORE TO FIND THE BEST KINDS OF HARDWARE AT THE

LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE
--

PHONE

14.

"IF IT'S HARDWARE

WE HAVE

COMPANY.
IT."

PHONE

14.

f't.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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THE SWIT ZERLANb OF AMERICA.
Santa Fe New Mexican
RA.MCH, IV. 1YI,

Eatered aa Second Class Mottor at the Santa

re Poatoftlee

Published Dally
English Weekly
Spanish Weekly

The Santa Fo New Mexican
The New Mexican Review
El Nuevo Mexlcano

GIVE FIRST THOUGHT

The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
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TO THE BANK ACCOUNT

President

Bronson M. Cutting:
Charles M. Stauffer

General Manager
Editor

J. Wight Qlddlnss

And Their Banking Connections.

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennis
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, par year, ay mall
Dally, tlx month, by mall
Waakly. par yaar

i

w

15.00
W.5D
I.0fl

Dally, par quarto, fey atari
Dally, par qaarrar, fey eafftor

M

or

DIJI

JS

Waakly, six months

r

DID HIS BEST.

PHONES:
EDITORIAL ROOMS 31

THE

FIRST

NATIONAL

OF

BANK

SANTA

FE

tpirlt. We should at times be even
thankful that we have an opportunity
to add tQ om. gtore of nappineB8
by
,
mlnife8t "

morning and seen that the paper he
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND PROFITS, $245,000.00.
was lauding, devoted two and one half
columns of its valuable news space to
one or those same "dog fights." which
so disgusted young Mr. Archer, when,
printed in the Xew Mexican, and that
the same were clipped word for word
from the columns or the New Mexican. fl
THE BIBLE SAYS
Cheap abuse from a cheaper source
MAKI
TtlC
I
but
is only innocuous,
ignorance is;
to
to
and
the possessor,
harmful
pitiful
the witnesses of it.
Greensburg, Pa., Oct. 23. Accepting
A Peculiar Order.
t0 the letter of the gospel, according
The officials of the Illinois railroad ,0 st Matthew, v. 29, in which it is
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
have just issued a strange order. No recommended that "if the right eye
longer may the employes of that cor- offend thee, pluck it out," John Linan-droa young Greek restauranter here,
poration who are running on the
trains, carry the pictures of their gouged out his right eye with a table
Cuisine, and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
or their fork. Linaudros says the "unsightly
their sweethearts
wives,
babies in their watches. The reason dress" of women, coupled with scenes
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
given is that when these men, on created by Intoxlcatd persons, which
central Location.
duty, look at their time pieces they he witnessed from his shop window,
must see nothing but the time and prompted his act.
THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
must see nothing that will distract
Linandros has been engaged in varbefore
their attention from the thing
ious lines of business in Greensburg
mem uuhh. ul
mem or ma
a number of years. He has been
")"""s(or
tenbut their work as it might have a
,he owner Qf restaurantB an(J shoe.
dency to cause accidents.
shine parlors and was quite sucessful
This comes to some of us ns a little in business. Recently he became troufunny, if there can ever be anything bled, thinking he had not been living
funny connected with an accident the right kind of life, and began to
where human life is at stake, but In spend all of his spare time reading the
view of the recent fearful catastro-phieBible. He then began to neglect his
MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
on the New Haven railroad, for business.
of
cause
whole
the
where
instance,
Proprietor of the
of
women
and
dress
The
unsightly
the loss of life was due to the penu- drunkenness.
BILLIARD
MONTEZUMA
unPARLORS,
were
Linandros
said,
rious policy of the company and the
One day in his
to his soul.
sightly
emin
Great
a
Has
its
at
Expense,
Engaged
overworking of the nieu
The Best That Can be Bought I
persual of the New Testament he
ploy, this order of the Illinois com- read "If
offend
thee,
eye
right
MARCUS
thy
CATTON,
AT ANY PRICE
pany can only cause a smile.
pluck It out." Linandros literally folSon of the Famous
The natural thought would be that lowed
the biblical admonition, using an
Take no chances on either
the sight, of the face of a man's wife
fork for the operation. He
when a small amount will give
CATTON,
or his sweetheart or baby would be to ordinary
was removed to a Detroit hospital,
the protection that you
you
who will manage his billiard parmake him think more of the danger where a
glass eye replaced the good
need, and when you do
lors and Instruct those desiring to
to which he might be subjected and
latthe
the
doctors
one,
guaranteeing
learn the game. All new tables,
the value, of the lives of those who ter not to offend.
get the best, as it is
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
were dependent upon his care and his
the cheapest, and
skill. It does not seem as if the
lounging room I r those who cater
ALWAYS SEE
to the pastime.
thought of those nearest, to him and iW.'ii!-'S'.'him
to
make
would
be
dearest,
likely
EVERYONE WELCOME I
M.
careless and neglectful of the lives of
others.
Office United States Bank Building
I do not believe that the picture of
(FIRST FLOOR)
lmmi
them would make him see less clearly
who
has
purchased the Insurthe time of day or cloud hiB mind to
THE SANITARY
1
ance Business of the L. A.
the sense of his duty. If these officials would take precautions of a difHarvey Agency. Strong lines,
SHORTOBDER HESTHURflNT
ferent kind In the conduct of their
goodcompanies.goad protection
roads for the protection of their passREGULAR MEALS.
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
engers, it seems to me that It would
1
not be necessary to prohibit the sight
Open Day
of the faces of those for whom the emBest Equipped, Most Modern.
European Plan.
WOODY'S STAGE LINE
ployes care most, with a view to makAt All Hours.
Meals
to
ing them more attentive
duty.
Special Dinner Parties.
Elegant Rooms in Connecj

BUSINESS OFFICE 286

Mexico.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH.

M

"All of Today's News Today

Booklet Free on Request r

This old, reliable institution invites accounts, for large or small amounts
and desires that you come for any information you may wish regarding
business matters. Many people do not like to keep accounts. If you deposit
your money with this bank, subject to check, your account will keep itself.
The pass book shows the amount paid out, the date of payment, to whom it
was paid and the purpose for which the check was drawn, The returned
vouchers are legal receipts. Ycu can systematize your affairs by opening
a checking account in this bank, the oldest financial institution in New

Ilti t'fnil tfEC
UWU

SYMPATHY IN DISASTER

The terrible catastrophe at Dawson is one of those things that come with
a tearful suddenness and leave us fairly stupified with the shock.
It seems inexplicable how this accident could have occurred when all the
possible precautions were taken to prevent just Biich horrors.
The company owning and controlling the Dawson mines has always been
con
particular to have everything about the property in the best possible
dition. No expense has been spared. .No invention mat wouiu am m iuo
greatest protection to the men was overlooked. Special attention was given
to all the workings and the comfort of the men was one of the big considerations.
This is one of the cases where the writers of the iniquity of the "soulless
corporations are silenced and some other cause than carelessness and neglect
must be ascribed.
The Dawson camp has been justly called "the model coal camp." and it
won the name on account of the careful and the just manner in which it
has always been conducted. The source of the fearful accident must be found
from some other cause.
The spirit of sympathy and the desire to help was manifested again, as it
from all portions of the state
always is, when such a catastrophe occurs, and
and from neighboring slates came tne otter ot am in every possioie uueuuuu
The heart of humanity was stirred, as it universally is in the face of disaster,
and such comfort was offered as is always offered when suffering comes
to a community, such as lias come to Dawson within the last few days.
To this state there has at no time come so terrible a calamity. Other
commonwealths have known them, but we have grown to think ourselves immune. In this great disaster the sympathy of the country will go out to the
company as well
families of the men who are dead. To the Phelps-Dodgwill be given sympathy, for the reason that they have done what they could
to makes the lives of the men in their employ not only as free from danger
as was possible, but in lhat the company endeavored to give their employes
us pleasant surroundings and as cheerful homes as they knew how to establish. The company made the town of Dawson a pleasant place in which
to .live.

The Montezuma Hotel

j

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

j

caine into the hospital
the other day, and she was so crosseyed that the tears rut down nor
back."
"You couldn't do anything for
cculd you "
Yes; we treated her tor bacteria."
'A woman

hr
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THE BYSTANDER

Prorpietor.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

SEES IT.

INSURANCE

s

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

The Thing Called Fame.
Uuseh died the other day
and the news was heralded abroad;
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Increases Capital Stock.
issue licenses, are writing, wiring and
Check Artist In Town A "check
Hampton Roads, Va., Oct. 25. Mesfor more
The Agua Pura company of Las phoning to headquarters
arist" with unlimited nerve and no sengers bearing the dignity and powVegas, the waler supply company of license books, showing an unpreceto imitate handwriting blew er of the United States, nine monster
the Meadow City, has increased its dented demand for the lttle slip which aibility
through the city yesterday, managed
caiptal stock from $200,000 to $250,000 privileges one to hunt in New Mexi- to get a blank check from the New battleships took their leave today of
the shores of America for the Mediteraccording to an amendment to its ar- co.
Mexican Printing Co., erased the ranean. Grim in the dull gray paint,
ticles of incorporation filed with the
in red ink, filled of
"Void"
written
words
their cloaks, the war machines:
state corporation commission today.
Montezuma Tru3t Co. Report.
in the names of the president and nodded a final farewell on the swellThe report of the. examination of treasurer of the company, passed it
tide, of Hampton Roads, while the
Postal Telegraph Hearing.
the Montezuma Trust compauy at Al- off on H. C. Yontz, the jeweler for the ing
The hearing of the Postal .Tele- buquerque, made by E. A. Mossman, sum of $12.85. The New Mexican had captains of the fleet,' headed by Hear
Admiral Charles J. liadger, received
graph company against the Moun- was filed with Governor McDonald phoned the Capital City bank that, the
tain States Telephone and Telegraph yesterday. It is very voluminous and blank check with Its name printed on their last instructions and farewell
from assistant secretary of the navy,
company will be held Monday, Octo- gives in detail all the. figures affecting it had been given to a stranger who Roosevelt.
ber 27th. at the headquarters of the the solvency of the bank. Exhibit A had asked for it as a sample to get
The fleet consists of the battleships
state corporation commission in this is a statement carrying a number of some checks printed. The bank
Delaware.
city. Discrimination in rates between assets, which the bank holds as good, promptly refused payment when the Utah, Florida, Arkansas,
the Western Union and the Postal but which Mossman, does not admit check arrived. The check artist is Vermont, Connecticut, Kansas and
Telegraph company is charged.
as such. This shows it insolvent by about 24 years of age, weighs perhaps Ohio, the flagship Wyoming, and the
auxiliaries Celtic,
Solace, Cyclpps,
fac6,"
$46,708. Exhibit B with most of these 160 pounds, has full, shaved
New Incorporation,
assets cut out by Mossman, shows the brown hair and was dressed in a Orion and Jason.
The Socorro Power and Lumber bank insolvent by $53,602. Continu- brown suit with tan shoes. He wore
company filed incorporation papers to- ing the report says: "In my opinion a coat sweater instead of a vest. He
Its headquarters are at Silver the following was the cause of the had also a cap on. He represented
day.
Bad loans hiniBelf as the representative of McCity, and R. P. Barnes is the agent.. bank's closing its doors:
The capital slock is $250,000 divided aggregating $6,158; Globe store trans Donald and Co., contractors, at Colointo $1 shares. It starts business with action, $26,000; loss on account of rado Springs. Why he does not go to
$2,000 subscribed, held by the fol- paying for and cancelling stock at Old Mexico to put. down the revolution
lowing who are the directors of the more than its book value, $40,000.,; when he has such nerve, remains to
'"
company: J. H. Seaman, 1 890 shares; Mr. Mossman also says that the ex be explained.
, aminations made
R. P. Barnes, ten shares; C. C.
"Uncle Tom" Is Here Everybody
by the traveling aud
ten shares, all of Silver City.
itor on March 30th, 19011, May 16th, remembers Thomas Hudson, uncle of
PHONE 12
1911, and Dec: 31st, 1912, all show Hugh H. Williams, who is here from
Many Hunting Licenses.
The huntei's of New Mexico, appar- that the bank was not sound.
Deming. "Uncle Tom" as he is known
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EXPERIENCE knows which way to go .EXPERIENCE shows which way
should have gone.
EXPERIENCE chooses EXPERIMENT chances.
Stop taking chances. Leave EXPERIMENT to those who prefer the Ex
citement of wondering how things will turn out, buy your Kitchen and
Household articles from the RELIABLE HARDWARE STORE and you will
know by Experience that it is the only way toward Satisfaction.
- qt. Enameled
No. 190 Tea Kettles
$0.95
15
Dippers
Water Bucket .75 - qt Enameled Mixing Bowl
10
,
Lip Preserve
pt. Enameled Drinking Cups....
75
Kettles
3 for
. js
;10
75 2'2-qSance Pans
Enameled, Lipped Sauce
75
Pans
10qt. Dish Pans
,15
85 The Great Harpers Cookers,
Dish Pans
only .75
.Dish Pans
95 12-q.10
Pudding Pans
75
Cereal Cookers
10
qt. Pudding Pans
No. 28 Enameled Wash Basins..
.20
d
Enameled Ware wil stand an awful lot of Hard Wear, if
It comes from
you
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The ReliablelHardware Store.
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While there are a number of fabrics shown for Fall
the main interest centers on a few special fabrics, chief
among these are BEDFORD CORD, EPONGE, WOOL
JAQUARD VELOIER DE LAINE. Bedford Cords are
shown in a variety of designs and width
D

of goods. They are most popular in black
navy blue, medium blue, taupe and tan
eponge is especially popular in both the
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plain and fancy weaves, the latter including both striped and checked effects. In
the plain eponge, the color tendency leads
toward black, navy blue, and several new
shades of brown and tan. In the striped
and checked eponge black and white is a
decided favorite.
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Silk Poplins, Jaquard Messalines in beautiful new
shades, and also Canto Crepes and Crepe Meteors
Many special values are now ready in our DRESS
GOODS DEPARTMENT, and you may come here with the full confidence that whatever you buy will be correct in style and represent
Better stop
and spend
the very acme of high
a few pleasant moments viewing these new fabrics.
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n Plush, Velour, Felt, Beaver.
Velvet, Silk, Satin, Moire Hats
together with a most beautiful
line of novelties in Ribbons,
Rands, Fancy and Ostrich Feath-

ers, Etc., are shown at
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CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH HAS NEW

CONSTITUTION
Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 25. That the
Congregational church is progressive
was demonstrated . today when its
national council Swept aside all opposition, and. by an overwhelming
vote,; adopted a new constitution, containing new statements of doctrine
and other radical changes in church
The council made no import-- ,
policy.
ant changes in the document as pre:
sented by the commission.
Only one vote was cast against the
adoption of the constitution. AH who
opposed the constitution including
General Baldwin, voted in favor of
morning the council had been
discussing the constitution. The principal opposition came from the members of the missionary societies, who
are affected by a change in the

THE DAY IN CONGRESS
Senate.
Not in session, meets Monday.
Banking committee continued hearings.

;

House.
Not in session; meets Monday.
PRESIDENT AND PARTY
GOES TO PHILADELPHIA.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 25. President Wilson, accompanied by some
members of the cabinet, J. J.
the ambassador from France;
Secretary Tumulty and a Joint congressional commission, left here at
9:57 a. m. on a special train for Philadelphia to attend the dedication of
restored Congress hall and speak later
college.
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SANTA FE, N. M. 1

We're holding out some great induce-

ments for the large army of

Fifteen-Dollar-S-

uit

More men buy suits

at fifteen dollars than at any other
price. This popular figure appears'just
to fit the purse of nearly half the trade.
For this reason we aim to give our

patrons the best suits for fifteen
lars the price ever brought.

dol-

Nevermind what sort of suits other
stores claim they sell for this popular
price, come to see our fifteen dollar
ifJflitgGottW
S
Qui T
suits before vou part with your
money. Seeing is proof much better argument than
ii

SANTA FE.

say so.

THE BIG STORE
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The Clarendon Garden,
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N. SALMON

CORNER PLAZA.

Fidelity Clothes
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1913.

LATEST SHAPES

$15 00 SUITS
Men.
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Elegant Line
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Fabrics for Fall
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